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WHILE THOUSANDS ATTEND CEREMONY OF NOTIFICATION

1

Day Began With Roar of Cannons Firing Salute From Neigh-borin- g
Hills and the City Declared a Holiday In Honor
of the Occasion-Committ- ee
Entertained at Breakfast at
Notification-Thousands
of PeoBefore
Taft Residence
ple Reach City From Surrounding Country. Augmenting
the Crowds Which Cheer Ohio's Favorite Son and the
Republican Candidate for the Presidency.
Cincinnati, July S8. Standing on a
platform in front of the
colonial portico of his brother's home.
Judge Wm. H. Taft at noon today accepted the nomination of the Republican party to be its candidate for the
from
presidency. Political - leader
far and near gathered to give the affair Its political significance, while
of
friends, neighbor and admirers
h.s tow tit.peup.ij
S6fn . Tt?r "um-i'itturned out in countless number without regard to party affiliations.
Senator William Warner, of Misof the
souri, past commander-in-chie- f
i. A. R., headed the notification committee, which consisted of members
from every state, territory and island
possession of the nation. There were
also present many members of the
national committee, Including Chairman Hitchcock.
Warner's speech was brief. When
he concluded there was enthusiastic
cheering as Taft stepped forward and
began the delivery of his speech.
Without omitting any of the important declarations of his speech as
printed, Taft eliminated many explanatory and detailed statements so
as to bring the delivery within an
hour.
,
.
. .
.
I
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J I me CUIll'lUKK'II HI i:
there was a parade of marching clubs,
militia and various organizations
which the candidate and committee
reviewed.
Notification day broke with the
roar of cannon from the seven hills
of the city, the sun shining brightly
down upon the elaborate decorations,
the most extensive in the history ' of
the city. The American flag was
used almost exclusively In the decorations.
At y.30 an American flag, the gift
of the people of Cincinnati to the Taft
family, was raised to the top of a
fifty-f'mast in the Taft yard. Tills
Hag will be raised whenever William
H. Taft is In the city, being lowered
during his absence. The yard and
(streets were thronged during the flag
raising ceremonies and the assemblage sang "America."
The notification breakfast,
devoid
of all ceremony, was served to the
members of the notification committee and such members of the national
committee as came to attend the ceremonies.
Long before noon the streets about
the Taft residence were thronged and
the candidate was greeted with cheers
when he tuok his position on the
porch. The notification was made by
Senator Warner, who spoke briefly
snl concluded with:
"it, therefore, gives me genuine
pleasure, Mr. Taft. to present to you
this formal nomination from the
party, whose governmental
policies have for so long 'kept In
balance the mighty force of the nation.' and to whose continued guidance of the nation we have every reasonable right to believe that the people are now looking."
Taft began the delivery of his
speech at 11:14, concluding t 1:21.
holding the close attention of his au- dience throughout the hour in spite
of the intense heat. The cheering at
flag-drap-
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the conclusion of his speech continued
for some time.
His speech In full Is as follows:
Senator Warner and Gentlemen
of
the Committee:
I am deeply sensible of the honor
which the Republican national convention has conferred on me In the
nomination which you formally tender. I accept it with full appreciation of the responsibility it imposes.
ItejMiMlcan Strewrth in Maintenance
.of itooHevult PwiicteH.
s
Gentlemen, the strength of the Republican cause in the, campaign at
hand is in the fact that we represent
policies essential to the reform
of
known abuses to the continuance of
liberty and true prosperity and that
we are determined, as our platform
unequivocally declares, to maintain
them and carry them on. For more
than ten years this country passed
through an epoch of material development far beyond any that ever occurred in the world before. In its
course, certain evils crept In. Some
prominent and influential members of
the community, spurred. by financial
success and In their hurry for greater
wealth, became unmindful of the
common rules of business honesty and
fidelity and of the limitations Imposed
by law upon their action. This became know n. The revelations ot the
breaches of trust, the disclosures as
to rebates and discrimination by rail-- J
ways, me accumulating evidence of
the violation of the anti-trulaw by
a number of corporations, the over-Issof stocks and bonds on interstate
railways for the unlawful enriching
of directors and for the purpose of
concentrating control of railways In
one management, all quickened the
conscience of the people and brought
on a moral awakening among them
that boded well for the future of the
country.
W I uit Roosevelt Has IHni
The man who formulated the expression of the populur conscience
and who led the movement for practical reform was Theodore Roosevelt.
He laid down the doctrine tiiat the
rich violator of the law should be as
amenable to restraint and punishment as the offender without wealth
and without influence, and he proceeded by recommending legislation
anu directing executive action to
make that principle good in actual
performance. He secured the passage
of the
rale bill designed
more effectively to restrain excessive
ana fix reasonable rates, and to punish secret rebates and discrimination
which had been general In the practice of the railroads, and which had
done much to enable unlawful trusts
to drive out of business their compet.
Itors.
It secured much closer supervision of railway transactions
and
brought within the operation of the
express companies,
same statute
sleeping car companies, fast freight
and refrigerator lines, terminal railroads and pipe lines, and forbade In
future the combination of ;he transportation and shipping business under
one control In order to avoid unJue
discrimination.
President Roosevelt directed su.ts
to be brought and prosecutions to be
instituted under the anti-trulaw.
to enforce It provisions against
the
most powerful of the industrial corporation. He pressed to passage the
pura food law and the meat inapec-tio- n
law In the Interest of the health
of the public, clean business methods and great ultimate benefit to the
trades themselves. He recommended
the passage of a law, which the Republican convention has since specifically approved, restricting the future issue of stock and bonds by In
terstate railways to such a may be I
st

ue

st

Chicago, July 28. The IndependNew York, July 28. George J.
ence party which launched itself fully Gould,
head of the Oould system of
into American politics last night by
opening its first national convention, railroads, on returning from Europe
was busily engaged early today in today, said that nothing would give
the construction of its Initial plat- him greater pleasure than to have E.
form and selection of its first presi- H. Harrlman in
the directorate of the
dential candidate.
The enthusiasm
shown by the delegates last night was Gould roads.
It has been reported that following
taken by the leaders as a happy omen.
Despite the fact that Hearst has Gould s return to Jthe city there will
repeatedly declared he will not be a be a conference between representacandidate for the presidency, there tives of the Uould Interests, E. H.
Independent party for tlie Presidency
is a strong sentiment for him, and Harrlman and Kuhn, Loeb & Co., and
he would have less trouble in secur- that as a result of this conference
ing the nomination than had either the Gould roads will receive strong
financial support and Harrlman and
Taft or Bryan.
It was announced this morning by Kuhn. Leb A Co. will have a share
the committee on resolutions that it In the management of the Gould
Negotiations looking to that end
would be prepared to present its re,Vt
port when. the convention met at i are said to have taken place before
Gould went abroad.
o'clock this afternoon.
While business had not yet reached
Clarence J. Bhearn, chairman of a
which is preparing a th volume of )ast year, Gould said
tentative draft of the platform, said his roads were now doing nearly a
the platform as a whole would follow normal business.
Receiverships for
of his roads, he stated, were of
I
84. closely the principles laid down at some
friendly nature, designed to keep
the February meeting of the Independence party. The only new planks the properties intact and protect them
4
S
which it is expected will be Incor- from hostile Interests.
Crop conditions, particularly affecting the welporated are those relating to
Asiatic immigration and fare of the Gould roads, were excellent, he said.
,
for a stronger navy.
v
Gould expressed unqualified satisThe committee on, rules has decided
that In making nominations the two-thi- faction at the Standard Oil decision.
Nothing had done more to hurt the
rule shall prevail.
With Hearst repeating his state- credit of this country abroad, he said,
ment that he will not accept the than the heavy fine Imposed by Judge
nomination for the presidency if it is Landls.
offered him, Thomas L. Hlsgen appears to be the most probable candidate for the office, and his selec--0
probable.
tion is regarded entirely
Milton D. Howard, however, has a
strong following and is spoken of
favor a a probable candidate.
LEGAL BATTLE WITH
Milton I). Howard, Another Independ- with
Is said that Hisgen and Howard
It
ent Candidate.
may be nominated for president and
vice president, respectively, to settle
portunity to effect Illegal restraints the matter.
STANDARD OIL
of trade and monopolies and legislation either Inducing or compelling
them to subject themselves to regis- II'S ANDREWS ON
try and to proper publicity regulaBonaparte,
and Extions and supervisions of the depart1H FlfiST BALLOT
ment of commerce and labor.
perts From Department o!
Constructive Work of Next AitaiilniH.
trulloii to Urguiiiae Subordinate and
Justice are Conferring
V. H. Andrews returned to AlbuAncillary
to Maintain
(Standard on Out Hand and Not querque ladl evening from a trip
to Interfere Willi JtusbieNa on the through several important counties of DISCUSS DETAILS
the territory.
Other Hand.
FOR FURTHER ACTION
"I am going to be- nominated for
The field covered by the industrial
combinations and by the railroads Is delegute to Congrea on the first balso very extensive that the interests lot," said Mr. Andrews. "1 am asLenox, Mass., July 28. Plans for
of the public and the interests of the sured now that a majority of the delbusiness concern cannot be properly egates who will lake part In the ter- another great battle In the courts
with representatives of the Standard
suoserved except by reorganization of ritorial convention at Santa Ke next Oil
will be worked out here in the
for me,
month will lie Instructed
bureaus in the department of commerce and labor, or agriculture, and w hich will, of course, insure my nom- Berkshire hills within the next few
days. Attorney General lionaparte
the department of juatloe and a ination."
Delegate Andrews said he enjoyed win be joined today by Frank B,
change In the Jurisdiction of the inter,
grxatly and had received the Kellogg of Minnesota, and they will
state commerce commission. It does his trip courlc.-y
at all places he Vis- review the present legal status of the
not assist matters to prescribe new utmost
case and discuss details of further ac
duties for the interstate, commerce ited. IJui'Muui
arrived here this morn- tion.
commission which it is practically im- ingMr.
from .Socorro and spent the day
A half score of trained legal ex
possible for It to perform or to deon personal business. He met perts from the department of justice
nounce new offenses
with drastic ahere
Urge number of the Re publicans of at Washington are also expected here
punishment, unless subordinate and
auxiliary legislation shall be passed this county isand found that the senti- to participate In the deliberations.
ment here
otrongly Andrews.
making possible the quick enforceAndrew
will if nominated,"
ment in the great variety of cases sa "Mr.
Mr. iiursum, "be elected by a
which are constantly arising, of the big d majority.
I am glad to sue sev
principles laid down by Mr. Roosevelt, and with respect to which only eral other candidates in the field,'
continued. "It shows that the Re
TO CENTRAL AMERICA
typical Instances of prosecution with he
publican party in New Mexico 1 Just
'he present machinery are possible. &s
wide
and ready for action
Such legislation should and would as It everawako
wus. We are going to reli Sulls at oiioe and Will Relieve Algreatly promote legitimate
business turn
Republican delegate to Conbany, Which 14 Ntw 6i, luty
by enabling those anxious to obey the gress aas we have done
the past,
in
federal statutes to know Just what and, in my opinion, the majority will
There,
are the bounds of their lawful action. be
People generally
substantial.
The practical constructive and diffi- throughout New Mexico appreciate
Honolulu, July 28.
armored
cult work, therefore, of those who the Importance at this time of elect- cruiser Milwaukee of theThe
follow Mr. Roosevelt is to devise the ing a Republican, which means state- which arrived from Puget Pacific fleet,
Sound July
ways
nd means ly which the high hood at the short session of Congress. 24, Is understood to
have received urlevel of business Integrity and obediSocorro county instructed
for An- gent orders to
to Amupala.
ence to law which he has established drews, believing him the logical can- Honduras. The proceed
Is now
may be maintained and departure didate and a sure wlnnur at the coaling and will Milwaukee
as
sail
soon
M finfrom It restrained without undue in- poll."
is. led. The Milwaukee will relieve the
legitimate
terference with
business.
cruiser Albany, which will proceed to
Hulluay TraMc Arwiiieiits Approved
b'an Diego.
OhiiiiiI-mIohy
THREE HUNDRED
should He Valid.
It Is agreeable to note in this reWAIN'WIUGHT TO COMMAND.
gard that, the Republican platform
Newport, R. I., July 2S. There Is
expressly and the IX'mocratlo plata rumor In naval circle here that
form Impliedly approve an amenditear Admiral Illchard Wainwrlght is
ment to the Interstate commerce law
Wm IHro)eil ) Typhoon booked for command of the big batby which Interstate
may
railroads
tleship fleet when It returns to the
and Only Twelve PaMMiigcni
make useful traffic agreement If apAtlantic after Its trip around
Were Hewoued.
proved by the commission.
the
This has
world.
been strongly recommended by PresiJuly
28.
Canton,
was
Chinese
The
It
said today that Admiral
dent Roosevelt and will make for the
steamer Ylng King, engaged In local Sperry, after he brings the ship back
benefit of the
passenger
trade,
yeaterduy
Into
foundered
home waters, would most likely
PliyslcHl Valnaliou of Hallways.
during a typhoon.
Three hundred b assigned to other duty, and that
Some ot the suKKetlons of the Dem. I'h'nese are known to
be drowned. Hear Admiral Walnwright was most
Only twelve of those on board were likely to be his successor at the head
rescued.
on Iag Three.)
of the fleet.
UVrtitlnui

Thos. Ij. IHsron, Probable Xomlnee of
authorized by federal authorities. He
demonstrated to the people by what
he said, by what he recommended to
Congress and by what he did, the sincerity of his efforts to command respect for the law, to secure equality of
all before the law, and to save the
country from the dangers of a plutocratic government, toward which we
were fast tending. In this work Mr.
Roosevelt has had the support and
sympathy of the Republican
party,
and its chief hope of success in the
present controversy must rest on the
confidence which the people of the
country have in the sincerity of tne
party's doclaration in its platform,
that it intends to ' continue the policies,

ys-te-

-
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Koine Mctuis of

Permanently Securing

Progi-en-

Made.
Mr. Roosevelt has set high the
standard of business morality and
obedience to law. The railroad rate
bill was more useful possibly in the
Immediate moral effect of its passage
than even in the legal effect of its
very useful provisions. From Its enactment dates the voluntary abandonment of the practice of rebates and
discriminations by the railroads and
the return by their managers to obedience to law in the fixing of tarlfTs.
The pure food and meat Inspection
laws and the prosecutions directed by
the president under the anti-trulaw
have had a similar moral efTeet In the
general business community and have
nvaue it now the common practice for
the great industrial corporations to
consult the law with a view In keep-ji- g
within its provisions. It has also
had the effect of protecting and encouraging small and competitive companies so that they hav been enabled
to do a profitable business.
But we should be blind to the ordinary working of human nature,
if we did not recognize that the
moral standards set by President
Roosevelt will not continue to be observed by those whom cupidity and a
desire for financial power may tempt,
unless the requisite machinery Is introduced into the law which shall In
its practical operations maintain these
standards and secure the country
against a departure from them,
tlifc-- f function of Next Administration
to flinch What Has Keen Hone.
The chief function of the administration, In my Judgment, is distinct
from and a progressive development
of that w hich has been performed by
President K'usevelt.
TIIK CHIEF FI'NCTION OF THE
NKXT
ADMINISTRATION IS TO
COM PLETK AND PEltFKCT
THE
MACHINERY HY WHICH THESE

in plaiin

st

Kellog

y

STANDARDS
MAY HE MAINTAINED. HY WHICH Til E I.AWHREAK-EH- S
MAY HE
REPROMPTLY
STRAINED AND PUNISHED, BUT
SHALX,
WHICH
OPERATE WITH
SUFFICIENT ACCURACY AND DISPATCH TO INTERFERE WITH LEGITIMATE BUSINESS AS LITTLE
AS POSSIBLE. SUCH MACHINERY
IS NOW ADEQUATE.
Under the
present rate bill and under all Its
amendments the burden of the interstate commerce commission In super-

vising and regulating

the operation

ot railroads of this country has grown
so heavy that It Is utterly impossible

for that tribunal to dispose, In any
reasonable time, of the many complaints, queries and issues thst are
brought before It for decision.
It
ought to be relieved of its Jurisdiction as an executive, directing body,
rnd it function should be limited to
investigation of
the
complaints by individual and by a1
government
department
of
the
quasi-Judici-

of supervising the operation of
ways.

of
There should be a claasinVatlon
industrial
oppower
having
corporation
and

that small percentage, of

h

s.

rail- -

Dallas, July 28. "Tad" Smith.
negro, 18 years old, charged
witH
criminal assault on Mia Viola D
lancey, of Clinton, Hunt county, yesterday afternoon, was burned at th
stake In the presence of a thousand
onlooksrs in the public square at
Greenville today. He was taken from
officers by a mob wrhen on the wajr
to Greenville, after he had been Identified by the young woman assaulted.
The moo started preparations to
hang the negro but abandoned .the
Idea. Then fagots were piled up 1st
the public square of Greenville. Smith
was placed thereon, kerosene oil was)
poured on and a match applied. Smlt
slowly burned to death.
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10 NOIIFf SHERMAN

AUGUST

JRIIIG
He

WIU

,

Uave a Spceuh of AcceptasM
a Kew Days In
Advauce. '

lnared

Utlca, N. T., July

The formal
u.ouiq ouar
man or nis nomination for vice president by the committee of delegate
appointed at the Chicago convention,
will not take place until the middle
of August,
It Was the intention to fnrmnllv
tiry the candidate about August 1. but
it has been decided to delay the event.
The notification will taka nlacA In
this city.
Mr. Sherman has not undertaken
the task of preparing his letter and
speech of acceptance, and h will not
turn to the 'preparation of them until
witnin a rew days before the arrival
ot the committee. He has not given
any Information along what lines ha
will talk and write, but he will have
something to say about the platform
adopted at the Chicago convention,
and he may incorporate some of his
own view of national matters in his
speech and letter of acceptance. '
28.

-

,
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HACOX CiOISi TO rOKTO IUCO.

Washington, July 28. Robert Bacon, acting secretary of state, will
sail from New York on Saturday. August 1, on the steamer San Juan, for
Porto Rico, to attend a meeting' or
the commission for the settlement ot
claims of the Roman Catholic church,
for the seizure and use of church
oroperty.
Mr, Uacon is the only American
member of the commission, the other
two commissioners being native Porto
Ricans.
The property to be considered has
been used by the Insular government
for several years. Practically all is
located In San Juan, and it i worth.
approximately, 11,000,000.
RAISING

THE GRADE
ON

CENTRAL AVENUE

Street i'ur Tracks Will He Put on
levi'l and the i'liorouglifure

a

luijirmed.

The Albuquerque Traction company put an engineer and twenty-fiv- e
men at work this morning raising the
street car track between Tenth and
Twelfth streets. The street department b. giin work of raising the grade
tf thetwoavenue at the same place, and
the
forces will work de by side
toward the city until First street la
reached and the- avenue
up ta
grude. In the meantime Albuquerque
Is going to have
one very rough
treet. Commissioner Martin Tlernty
Is superintending the city work and
Engineer Farwell has been employed
by the Traction company to make levels for the company. In some places
the avenue is six Inches below grade
and In others It
even moro.
IIAIIKIMAN HOADS lux i.i;i:
-

1

1

Tlir.lH tSl'AI. 1IVIIK.M.

New York. July 2t The I'nl.in
Pacific rallroaj today declared a
quarterly dividend of S S per cent on
It common stack and a
dividend of 2 per cent on preferred
stock. Tin- Southern Pacific declare!
a quarterly diti lend of 14 per cent
n common stock. All are unchanged
from the lift quarter.
semi-anuu-

-
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papers In New Mexico are adOver fifty daily, weekly and
H. Andrews for delegate to
W.
vocating the renominatlon and election of
Congress.
Farm-Ingto- n
One of the most enthusiastic supporters of Mr. Andrews Is the
Enterpri.se. a well edited weekly paper In the county of. San Juan.
The Enterprise considers Mr. Andrews the only logical man for the office
at this time and It gives Its reasons In a very clear editorial which Is as
follows:
During the Inst few days Judge Edward A. Mann, of Alamogordo, ,and
Hon. Chas. A. Spless, of Los Vegas, have announced themselves as candidates for the Republican nomination for delegate to Congress..
Delegate Andrews has been In the field for the last six months, and so
far certainly has the Inside track as he ought to have. His record during
h
and sixtieth Congresses has been of the very best and, as
the
ur people well know, he has secured for the territory most valuable and
Important legislative favors, administrative measures and appointments. For
the people of San Juan, McKInley, Rio Arriba and Taos counties, especially,
lie has been of great benefit in securing the reductions of the area of the
Kavajo and Apache reservation additions, and of the James and Taos national forest reserves as well as lower grazing rates for sheep and goats allowed thereon. Pensions for hundreds of our old veterans and Indian flght-r- s
and their families and orphans have been allowed promptly and quickly
to people entitled to them because of his pushing and looking after them.
He has invariably given prompt attention to the requests of any of our
people who have had aught to ask of him, and in every way fully shown
that he Js the representative of all the people of New Mexico, a record which
eeratlnly entitles him to
We are well acquainted with Mr. Spless, much better than we are with
Mr. Andrews, for that matter, and are favorably Inclined toward him, and
recognize that he is entitled, through long service to the party, to all he
asks, and, should he receive the nomination, would support him to the best
of our abHity, but the best Interests of the territory and of the Republican
ide and stick to Delegate Andrews, who
pary compels us to lay friendship
we believe Is able to accomplish much more for us at Washington at this
time, when the prospects seem good for statehood and there are many other
matters of Importance to the territory pending, which need the experience,
energy and Influence of the present delegate to carry out.
As to Judge Mann, we have heard nothing but good things of him and
that he is a good Judge. This we would expect, as otherwise he would not
have been appointed to the Judgeship, which we understand he ably and
honorably Alls. But the people ot New Mexico know very little of the Judge.
He has been a resident of New Mexico about five years, and about four of
known
these he has been a Judge, and he Is evidently well and favorably
In his own district. He is undoubtedly an estimable man and good citizen,
to the nombut we do not think he has ever done anything to entitle 1tlmreason
that we
ination as delegate, and prefer Andrews to him for the same
prefer him to Mr. Spless, because we believe he Is able to accomplish more
more than any three or four men In the territory.
We believe, too, that a Urge majority of the people of Snn Juan county
are for Andrews and that he will poll many Democratic votes In this county,
as well as those of his own party, if nominated. And why should the man
who can do the most good not be nominated?
semi-week-

Mexico

DAILY SHORT STORIES

ly

fifty-nint-

utters
The Pecos Valley News, published In the growing town of Artesla,
to say ("he least:
the following apology to the mule, which is quite interesting,
"The daily paper in Roswell is a fair sample of the organs and individuals
who are fighting Andrews. It will be remembered that Roswell received
session
.quite a substantial handout from the national treasury t the last
of Congress, through the efforts of Delegate Andrews, yet the only dally
paper In that town Is one of the bitterest foes he has in the territory. Of
course It was not expected that the Record would support Andrews because

he got money for the town, and no one would ask it of them, but we expect
In a while. After Mr. Andrews visited
Koswell on the Fourth, as a guest of the city, the Record could hardly wait
until he was out of town before it began to hand it to him in bunches. Of
course we all knew that It was as natural to expect fairness and consideration from the business end of a mule as of the Record, but right now we
wish to tender .our apologies to the mule for bringing him Into the question
)
t all."
"since
"It Is twelve years now," said Mr. Bryan at Omaha yesterday,
and he has been
John Sharp Williams began introducing me to the public,
Interesting. And how
at it off and on. ever since." This Is certainly keenly
pleasant it is to know that Mr. Williams rejoices In a state of physical and
or even
mental preservation that will easily make him good for twelve
twenty-fou- r
more years of service in Introducing Mr. Bryan as a candidate
such substanfor president. Dong live William and John! Men who bear
tial and sturdy names have no right to be anything but "stayers." Kansas
City Star.
Artesla Advocate: Carlsbad cltliens are petitioning for the pardoning
of John McAnlsh. who was sent to the pen for wife beating. By all means
the privilege of conthis should be done. This way of denying a husbandputting
him in Jail betrolling the affairs of his own household and then
cause, f.jrsooth. he is compelled to use force In so doing, is a thrust at our
"pussonal llburtles" that must be discouraged.

a little decency from them once

One hundred and slxtv thousand dollars Is the total of appropriation
brought to Albuquerque by W. H. Andrews from one session of Congress.
That is whv Bernalillo county Is for W. II. Andrews.
to Congress
"Any one who works against W. H. Andrews for
unly and New Mexworks against the interests of Albuquerque, Benmlill
ico." J. A. Weinman.
deb-gat-

Denting Ontphlc: If Luna county Joins 'the balance of the territory by
up a Republican majority this fall, she shall have paved the way for
rolling
'
prosperity In her history. Will you
an era of the greatest development
not display this kind of wisdom, which we feel you are capable or exercising
Mr. Voter?
an obi proverb reads: "One head
According to the Portland
on a pike starf at the city gates Is worth six on the shoulders or an enemy.
Still as a dime museum freak, we should think an enemy with six heads on
his shoulders would be worth capturing. ,..
Western Liberal: The Las Vegas optic- evidently U of the opinio,, that
amid county was formed by the list legislature, for it has requested the
Li eral to telegraph It a list of the name of the delegates elected here to
the territorial convention.
lierm.mio county cannot afford to tuin down a resident delegate to Con
gress who has done more for this community than ali the delegates of the
past.
Socorro Chieftain: Mr. Andrews Is the best and most abused delegate
Mew Mexico ever had In Congress.

al

1A)VK6 DICTIONARY.
liy Hluurt 11. Sloiie.
Doris and 1 snuggled close together
dictionary
behind the big
on the revolving rack. Doris delighted in flapping the big leaves about,
that she might feast upon the brilliantly-colored
lugs of all na
plates
tions land birds and the gaudy solar
spectrum. My delight was in looking
slyly, greedily, at Doris as she turned
rapidly through Anchor L,arnyx
Serpentine to Zycomma ut the end of
the fat solemn book. Doris had Huffy
cnestnut hair worlds of it and
dreamy, chestnut eyes great big, j
ones and her luugh Is better muale i
than harps make by far,
Doris bent low over page 63,
hiding all of the fortunate sheet ex
cept a little picture.
Doris," 1 en. J, and flipped the
ponderous leaves on my own account.
"What is this word, please?"
"Why I," said Doris, wondering.
" 'A letter the n.ntlt In the Eng
lish alphabet."
"Correct, said I. "Now follow me,"
But
and I renewed my flipping.
Doris must pause for inspection
Jumping mouse Jua per tree and
Jupiter all the silly
Why that is 'love,' foolish," de
clared Doris, eyeing me with suspi
cion, but I was sober as Job, and I
dived away toward the end of the
second volume. Doris caught Bight of
the page bearing the great seals of
the states though. When she had
tired of this she condescended to pay
me heed.
That Is 'you," nodded Doris, '"the
person, animal or thing addressed."'
Then she went for an excursion into
the appendix, where all the tongue- twisting geographical names Stand,
layer upon layer, but 1 pinned her
dow n to my next.
"That's 'Will,' " answered Doris.
What ar you urlving at anyhow'.'"
"Follow close," 1 admonished and
made tracks for a word I had used
before. But it Is hard holding Doris
on a straight line, wild she made a
stupendous Jump to a muHi-t.nte- d
Flowering
plate labelled "Familiar
two-volu-

I

Plants."

Wool Hide and Pelt
Dealers

con-tlnu-

m

Want dndrevps

Co,

8

Grocers

slarted.

The Scenic highway through New
is to be extended from the
Colorado I:ne down the mountain
through Trinidad. Citizens of Trlni
dad have succeeded in securing $5,000
o
from the Htate wlih which to
the work, $10,000 having already been expended by Colorado to
extend the- highway. The work Is to
The Raton postofflce shows a big be done by convict labor.

--

.

Wholesale

One hundred and fifteen Navajo
pupils attend the Navajo Indian
school, located on the reservation at
Shiprock, San Juan county. The
school has three large brick buildings
and 300 acres of Irrigated land, and
has been unusually successful since it

AlyKl-QVFJlQl-- E

S, 109.

(Incorporated)

The show which has "Pearl, the
only, original girl bandit," has been
deserted by Its manager along, the Cir
cuit in the Pecos valley, and fears are
entertained that Pearl will have to
quit the bandit business and hire out
to wash dishes.

trrhr

Kelly &

Gffoss

gain In business during the past four
years, an evidence of the town's
growth. Lens money orders are being
sent out. which is taken to Indicate
that the tnonev la being spent in
town.

Laboring men at Roswell have organised a union and agreed to work
for not less than i5 cents an hour
WILLIAM P. BROGAN and
W. S. STKICKLER
36 cents an hour for overtime,
eight hours to be considered a day.
MANAGING EDITOR
PRESIDENT
It Is said that two horses ridden by
the bandits who held up French staSCRSCIUPTION KATES.
tion and got away with 135,000 were
sold at Springe r by a stranger. The
..,..$5.00 officers have possession of the horses
Om year by mall tn advance
&
One mntith by mail
but not the stranger.
.60
wilhin dtv Until
Ana nMMilli bv
The suit to prevent the Santa Fe
track benuUUT at the l'ortoffloe of Albuquerque, Jf. M. from tearing up Its branch has
Enured a seoontl-cta-H- s
been
Cameo
and
tween
Texlco
smder Act of Congress of March 3, 1879.
continued for a short time. No Injunction has been issued but the railTlie only Illustrated dally newMip-- r In New Mexico and the be adw road Is not
taking up the track.
vertfedjig niallum of Uie Southwest.
A gentle remlndef from the Dem-In- g
CITIZEN IS:
mU
Graphic: "Not wishing to apThe leading Republican dally and weekly newspaper of Ute Southwest. pear In any way rude we wish to
The advocate of ltepiilllcui principles "d tle "Square Deal."
thank our farmers In advance for the
watermelons they will bring In to us
this year.
THE AIJUTQCKRQrE CITIZEN HAS:
Tlie finest equipped Job diitartiiMiit In New Mexico.
even
undaunted,
Sunnyside
is
Tte latest report by Associated Prosa and Auxiliary Ner Service.
though the recent twister there blew
the lining out of the town. New
"WE GET THE NEWS HUST."
those de
buildings are replacing
stroyed and they are costlier and more
STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"
substantial.

CUe

TCESDAY, JTLT

tion, and when 20 years of age he
went to Chicago and became assistant
Sunday editor of the Times-Heral- d
He returned to Atlanta to become
night editor of the Constitution when
21 years of age, and two years later
was promoted to the managing editor
ship of that paper a d stlnction
probably unprecedented for a man
of h'.i years in the history of southern
He is the author of a
Journalism.
play soon to be staged by Nixon &
Zimmerman, and has written a number 'if short stories, descriptive articles end essays.
He Is his father's literary executor,
and not only are "Uncle Remus's"
last writings In his possession, but
through his collaboration
with his
father on two Important unpublished
works which will be given to the
public during trn year and his intimate acquaintance with the purposes
and Ideals of his father, he Is eml- fitt.,i . i ..r
thu hUrluh
nnlIv
. . ,
. .i
i. .. mnga. A .iJiauo
t .1113
nitj tuuiiutrr
ui
ii
--
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you Just now that word was
You." scolded Doris, wlten I finally
got her attention. "You behave like
child." Doris can be very severe.
Then she wasted 10 minutes over
Stones''
Precious
the "Gems and
plate. 1 was becoming almost bored
until Doris, .pointing at a blue
said innocently: "This would
make a lovely engagement ring."
What's thut?" I cried, but she
turned 300 pages at a jump and
switched off to a horrible table head
ed "Cranlometrlcal Points."
Here, here!" I shrieked, and forci
bly holding her hands, I found my
next word. "Now what's that?" 1 de
manded.
"1 told

--

!.

,

NVENTS

..i

Albuquerque and Las
Vegas

Kelly

Gffoss

( Incorporated)
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NOISELESS

grasshoppers. Some wearied) of the
GUN fight and returned east. All who remained are now financially Indepen
dent. Such as care for them have auNew Yorker Hollo veu Science of War tomobiles. The true development of
Will Ik) Kovolul ionised by Hi
the region began when they learned
Now Ann.
the advantages yt alfalfa as a forage
plant and its beneficial effect upon the
N.
New York, July 28. The science of soil. Tito practice of plowing up al
war will be revolutionized and stand- - falfa soil and planting to potatoes bein garmles vastly reduced If the rapid gan in 1885, an J from that year the
firing gun Invented by William Patten district has grown rapidly in wealth.
DEP0SIT0RY A. T. & S. F. RAILROAD CO.
of 270 West One Hundred and Thir
of
While the east is complaining
street can duplicate In the wornout farms, thee pioneers point
h
field the work of a
model with pride to the fict that the prowhich Mr. Patten has built and Is duction of their acres is double what
demonstrating.
The gun is noiseless it was 28 years ago.
REPORT OF CONDITION JULY 6, 1908.
and Is fired without powder.
During the past five years the
And this Is not all. Mr. Patten as shipments of potatoes have averaged
RESOURCES.
serts the gun can discharge bullets 10,000 car loads annually.
LIAR n JTTEB.
The av
than they can be loaded Into erage yield has been 200 bushels to lo'nsand discounts $
965,048.84
rapital,
surplus and
it i r egazine, that the loading speed. the acre. An average price of 6o
tl.refore, Is practically the only limit cents per hundredweight has made Cash and due frtm other
Prf'ts
S23l.247.06
t
the number of shots that can be the return to the farmer over $75 an
banks
384,837.78 Oepisits
- . . . 1,092,310.90
fired. He maintains that 50,000 shots acre and his profit is said to have
H ither Liabilities.
26.20n.00
a minute can be discharged from this been $40 an acre. In the district sur- All other resources- 57,528,66
new weapon, and adds that he'll
rounding the city there are potato
$1,376,086.62
20
160
acres
in
to
"patches"
of
gets
from
this when he
the full
$1,376,086.62
extent. The eastern lad, whose back
sized one In commission.
stopped
gun
has
been
Is
while
he
blistered
by
centrifugal force
fired
The
All there Is to It Is a big wheel with to shake potato bugs Into a tin can,
o crank for revolving It.
in the ten- - might think his lot could be worse if
inch model this can be turned by he could see rows of the plants half
ALL KINDS
band. A motor of fifty horse power a mile long.
This is the original home of the powould be required to turn the slx-- f
u.t model Mr. Patten hopes to build. tato bug, which is known lit some
FARM MACHINERY
Bullets not shells such as are used parts of the country as the Colorado
plains
and
fed
beetle.
lived
He
on
the
In other guns, but simply balls of
bad or steel are poured Into the on a plant that bears some resem
mm. The operator revolves the wheel blance to the potato. When potatoes
i;n l the bullets begin to pour out in were Introduced the bug left his
WRITE FOR CATn"8U?
a steady stream. They fly so fast they prairie home and traveled east. The
use
farmers
the
hereabouts
AND WHOLESALE PRI ES
have the appearance of one long leadremedy of sprinkling the
en ribbon, and If the gun Is revolved
plants with parts green and
on Its base the stream of lea I would
sweep around In an arc which would water. J. M. Clark, a member of the
original Union colony, says that six
now down anything in front of It.
tablespoonfuls of paris green
The inventor of the new gun got heaping
to a barrel of water Is a good comiiis idea from seeing a fly heel burst. bination,
although some farmers use
a strong solution made up of a
of poison to a gallon of wai HICKORY
REELEY IHE HOME
ter. It Is applied whenever the bugs
are thick enough to damage the
CE MftG SFUL plants.

POWOERLESS

BANK ? COMMERCE
OF ALBUQUERQUE,

Mr

th

ten-Inc-

dem-onrtru-

bug-Infest-

table-spoonf-

p

ul

Mur-ma- r
why, that's 'marry
said Doris, softly. She did not look
at me. but punched her ringer at a
fat ridiculous fish on the other page
'This Is my last word," I declared,
WEDS
and turned but a few pages.
Colorado Town's Prosperity Itiiilt oi. M!S3
said Doris, simply.
Potatoes Produced by lite
"Yes," I nodded. "Now, whut do
1'tuioml lol.
CUKE THIS FALL
you sayT"
Greeley,
Colo.,
July 28. This Is the
merely
never
word,
a
Doris said
turning Idlv through the pages of the donrain of Krhg Spud. Over the imsecond volume. Near the end of the perial valley of the Cache la Poudre All
Have Itcon Comgazing river he holds regal sway, and Greeto turn,
oook she reased
pleted for 11 ic Wedding in
Is
metropolis.
It's
ley
capital
and
his
d
dubdreamily at a
bird
America.
lied Yelhiwlcgs and ut a musty old a fine- one, too. Broad streets, boratby
big
trees,
it
make
shade
dered
spear.
yeontan currying a
.site re
Koine, July 28. All arrangements
Brick-bui- lt
nuilneil in this posture so long that 1 tractive to an unusual degree.
have been completed for the Elklns-Auruzsection,
fill
blocks
business
the
eeame Impatient.
religious ceremony. In the
"Dolls," 1 fretted, "when In the and beyond on all sides are squart
midole of Septrmner. Nobody knows
And
dwellings.
the
of
handsome
"
world
the exact date. The duke will not
"You are the biggest dunce," broke foundation of all this prosperity was go to the i'niied Stales before time
Yes,
common
potatose.
the
on
laid
in Itorls, and then I saw a little pink
for the ceremony.
forefinger resting carelessly on "Yes or garden variety of potato, with the
The exact date for the official mar
matare
Improvements
Greeley
which
a reply of affirmation and consent."
riage ceremony has not yet been disbeiieto
a
Mze
due
flavor,
ters
of
and
I
grabbed up Doris with a wild
closed. There Is a report that the
uhoop and as I kissed her I heard flclent soil. Potatoes weighing from qulrlnal ceremony will not occur until
com
are
pounds
to
two
each
three
from
the tearing of all the
March. 1909, In order to allow the
mon.
The settlers for a
Yeast through Yellow and Yew-tre- e
duke to complete his year as a nav,.iivmviI
iii
"hi
cultivation
'
of
th.
.c Yodel." a song or refrain
igator. This Is an essential but not
g
nobs, ' and, thanks to the
Indispensable step for his promotion
are
roe-lespud,"
they
of
"G
fame
the
.in.iAX ii
si ccKF.ns
to the rear admiralty.
HIS FATHER AS EDITOR all in very comfortable circumstances.
The fumituure In the Turin palace
Union
by
Greeley
was
the
founded
as
succeeds
his
father
Julian Harris
has been completely renovated, the
women
men,
1000
colony
and
of
Home
Uncle
The
Remus's
editor of
room and ballroom are dec.
Magazine, retaining also his original dren In 1870. The leader of the col- reception
w'h rare Gobelin tapestries. At
position as general manager. Don R. ony was N. C. Meeker, agrlcultaural orated
palace the entire first
Marquis, who has already make a na- editor of the New York Tribune and the Cisterna
containing forty rooms, filled
tional reputation through his editor- the town was named in honor of the floor,
pictures and objects of art.
ials, pooms and short stories, U to editor of that imper. Naw it is a very with rare
been reserved for the couple. At
cont'nue ai associate editor of the substantial city of 8500. Ameng other has
Raceonlsrl the QUeen her.
things it should be attractive to as .ha
magazine.
"

& Co,

mm

"Me,"

J. Korber

& Co.

2X2 North
5

izoai S:reet

thin-limbe-

J. D. Bakln, President
Q. aioml. Vice President.

zl

Consolidated Liquor Company
M

W

far-flun-

uris

From his childhood Julian Harris
had been the comrade of his father,
and he was the organizing spirit of
the magazine.
When 17 years of age the younger
Harris became a reporter for the Atlanta Herald. A year later he became
connected with the Atlanta Constitu- -

KLIN I

Ba ccearors to
EAJtlN. and ItACllKClU

HHOtrSAtl

OKMLMItm

IN

GlOMl

Wines. Liquors and Cigars

item-ratio-

the
personally superintending
piling newspaper publishers In search self
of a lively field. A newspaper war U decorations and furnishings.
raging, and three dallies have blossomed with in a few weeks.
"I suffered habitually from constiTo return to the spuds, however, pation. Doan's ReguleU relieved and
let It be said that Union colony had strengthened the bowels, so that they
a hard struggle for years In getting have been regular eter alnce." A. E).
and fighting Davis, rrocer, Sulphur Springs, Tex.
water to their land

Chas. Mellnl, Secretary
Treasure:

O. Bacbschi,

I

lp tvrylblng labar tomplof
most ftMtldlaas

Mlcek

fa outfit th

Have been appointed exclusive agents In tlie Sou Lb went for torn. a.
hciillls. Win. 14'inp and St. Iouls A. II. C. Breweries: Yetletttooe,
Green Itlver, W. II. Mo Urayer's Cedar Hrook, Louis Ilunter, T. 4
Monarch, and other brands of whiskies too numerous to menttoa.
WE ARE NOT COMPOCVDERS
But sell the straight article a received from. Ute best Wineries
all and Inspect
Distilleries and Breweries in the United States,
our Stock and prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price
List. Issued to dealers only

Is
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TAFI'S SPEECH
(Continued from

Fim.OmJ.
relate really r this

National Control of Interstate Own-morCorporation.
Another suggestion in. respect to
subordinate and ancillary machinery
necessary to, carry out Republican
policies Is that of the. Incorporation
under national law or the licensing
by national license or enforced, registry of companies engaged In, Inter
stat trade. Ths fact la, that nearly
all corporations doing a commercial
business are engaged In interstate
commerce, and if they all were required to take out a federal license
or a federal charter, the burden upon
the Interstate business of the country
would become Intolerable.
Should Be Limited to Small Percentage by Classification.
It is necessary, therefore, to devise
some means for classifying and insuring federal supervision of such
corporations as have the power and
temptation to effect restraints of Interstate trade and monopolies. Such
corporations constitute a very small
percentage of all engaged In Interstate
business.
Mr. Roosevelt's Proposed Claastflca-tio-

ecratlo platform
subordinate and auxiliary machinery
to which I have referred. Take, for
phyilcal valuInstance, the
ation of railways. It is clear that the
um of all rates or receipts of a railway, less proper expenses, should be
limited to a fair profit upon the reasonable value of Its property, and
that If the sum exceeds this measure. It ought to be reduced. The
In enforcing the principle Is In
ascertaining what Is the reasonable
Value of the company's properly, ana
In fixing what Is a talr profit. It Is
clear that the physical value of a
railroad and Ks plant is an element
to be given weight In determining Its
full value; but as President Roosevelt
in his Indianapolis speech and the supreme court have pointed out, the
value of the railroad as a going conWith such classification In view, Mr.
cern, Including its good will, fue to Roosevelt
an amendefficiency of service and many other ment to recommended
the anti-tru- st
law, known as
circumstances, may be much greater the Hepburn
bill,
which provided for
than the value of Its tangible prop- voluntary classification
and created a
erty and it is the former that meas- strong
ures the Investment on which a fair Immunitymotive therefor by granting
from prosecutions for reaprofit must be allowed. Then, too,
restraints of Interstate trade
the question what is a fair profit is sonable
to all corporations which would regone involving not only the rate of in- ister
and submit themselves to the
terest usually earned on normally safe publicity
regulations of the departInvestments, but also a sufficient al- ment of commerce
and labor,
lowance to make up for the risk of
loss both of capital and interest in Tlie Democratic Proposed Classification.
the original outlay. These consideraThe Democratic platform suggests
tions will have justified the company
in Imposing charges high enough to a requirement that corporations in
secure a fair income on the enter- interstate trade having control of 25
prise as a whole. The securities at per cent of the products In which they
market prices will have passed Into deal shall take out a federal license.
the hands of subsequent purchasers This classification would probably infrom the original Investors. Such clude a great many small corporacircumstances should properly affect tions engaged In the manufacture of
the decision of the tribunal engaged special articles or commodities whose
In. determining whether the total of total value Is so Inconsiderable that
rates charged is reasonable or ex- they are not really within the pur.
cessive. To ignore them might so se- view or real evil of the anti-trulaw.
It is 'not now necessary, however,
riously and unjustly impair settled
to
discuss the relative merit of such
values as to destroy all hope of restoring confidence and forever an In- propositions, but it is enough merely
to
altlrm the necessity for some methducement for Investment In new railroad construction which In returning od by which greater executive supervision can be given to the federal
prosperous times is sure to be essential to our material progress. As Mr, government over these businesses in
Roosevelt has said in speaking of this which there is a temptation to violations of the anti-truvery subject:
law.
Const
it
ructim of
of
"The effect
such valuation and
Law Possible Necessity for Amendment.
supervision of securities cannot be reThe
possible
operation
Existing
troactive.
securities should
of the antibe tested by laws In existence at the trust law under existing rulings of
supreme
the
court
Issue.
has given rise to
time of their
This nation would
no more Injure securities which have suggestions for its necessary amendment
to
prevent
naImportant
its
part of the
become an
application
to
tional wealth than it would consider cases which It Is believed were never
in
contemplation
the
a proposition to repudiate the nationof the framers
of the statute. Take two instances:
al debt."
A
or
merchant
manufacturer enirared
THE QUESTION OP RATES AND
THE TREATMENT OP RAILWAYS in a legitimate business that covers
IS ONE THAT HAS TWO SIDES. certain states wishes to sell his busiTHE SHIPPERS ARE CERTAINLY ness and his good will, and so in the
ENTITLED
TO
REASONABLE terms of the sale obligates himself to
RATES. BUT LESS IS AN INJUS- the purchaser not to go into the same
TICE TO THE CARRIERS. GOOD business in those states. Such a
of trade has always been en
Kl'SINESS FOR THE RAILROADS
Again the
IS
ESSENTIAL
TO GENERAL forced at common law.
employes
of an interstate railway
PROSPERITY.
TO
INJUSTICE
THEM IS NOT ALONE INJUSTICE combine and enter upon a peaceable
TO STOCKHOLDERS
better
AND CAPI- ana lawrul strike to secure
wages. At common law this was not
TALISTS. WHOSE FURTHER
INa
restraint of trade or commerce or
VESTMENTS MAY BE NECESSARY
FOR THE GOOD OP THE WHOLE a violation of the rights of the company
or of the public. Neither case
COUNTRY. BUT IT DIRECTLY AFto be made a violation of the
FECTS
AND
REDUCES
THE ought
law. My own Impression is
WAGES OP RAIROAD EMPLOYES. anti-truthat the supreme court would hold
For what has been said the propneither of these Instances are
er conclusion would seem to be that that
within its Inhibition, but If they are
in attempting to determine
that t be so regarded
general legislation
whether the entire schedule of rates
the law Is necessary.
of a railway Is excessive, the physical amending
Plunk to IJntlt Corporavaluation of the road is relevant and IX'iiMH-ratltion to Ownership of 50 IVr Cent
important, but not necessarily a conof Plant and Product Faulty.
trolling factor.
The suggestion of the Democratic
Physical valuation properly used platform
that trusts be ended by forwill not generally impair securities.
corporations to hold more
I am confident that the fixing of rates bidding
per
than
50
cent of the plant In any
on the principle suggested above
line of manufacture is made without
would not materially impair the pres. regard
to the possibility of enforceent market values of ra Imad securi- ment or
ties in most cases, for I believe that corporationthe real evil ln trusts. A
controlling 46 or 60 per
the normal Increase In the value of
i me products may by
n
railroad properties, especially In their
frequently affect moterminals, will more than make up nopoly methods
stamp
and
out competition in
for the possible
In
part of the country as completely
early years. In some cases, doubtless, any
as
If it controlled 60 or 70 per cent
it will be found that
thereof.
Is made an excuse for excessive
rates, and then they should be re- CompuLsory Sal., of Products at llxed
Irk Impracticable.
duced: but the concensus of opinion
The proposal to compel every corseems to be that the railroad rates
generally in this country are reason- poration, to sell Its commodities at
ably low. This U why, doubtless, the the same price the country over, alcomplaints filed with the Interstate lowing for transportation, la utterly
If it can be shown
commerce commission against 'excess. Impracticable.
'4ve rates are so few as compared with that ln order to drive out competition a corporation owning a large
those against those unlawful discriminations in rates between shippers and part of the plant producing an article
between places. Of course, in the is selling in one part of the country
wnere it has competitors at a low and
determination of the question whether discrimination Is unlawful or not. unprofitable price, and in another
of the country, where It has
the physical valuation of the whole part
none, at an exorbitant price, this Is
road is of little moment.
evidence that It is attempting an unConclusion That There Sltoulit lie lawful monopoly, and Justifies convicPhysical Valuation.
tion under the anti-trulaw; but the
I have discussed this wi n some de. proposal to supervise th hnslne
,r
gree of detail merely to point out j corporations in such a way as
fix
to
that the valuation of the Interstate I the price of commodities and compel
commerce commission of the tangible j the sale at such price is as
property of a railroad Is proper and and Socialistic a plank aji wasabsurd
ever
may from time to time be necessary Inserted in a Democratic
political
in certain of the Issues which may platform.
come before them and that no evil
Itotwoeu Republican ami
or injustice can come from valuation Dillcreiuv
IXniUMTUtic IN.Iicles unci Plutiorint.;
in such cases. If It be understood that
Former IVogresMlve aud Regulathe result Is to be used for a Just
tive; IaxU'T Radical and
purpose, and the right to a fair profit
under all the circumstances is recogThe chief difference between the
nized. The Interstate commerce com. Republican
mission has not the power to ascer- forms la theand the Democratic platwhich has
tain the value of the physical railroad heretofore beendifference
seen between the pol.
property if necessary In determining ides of Mr.
Roosevelt
and those
the reasonableness of rates. If the which have been
advocated by the
machinery for doing so Is not ade- Democratic
candidate,
Mr.
Bryan.
quate, as is probable, it should be Mr.
Roosevelt's policies have been
made so.
progressive and regulative; Mr. BryThe Republican platform recom. an's destructive.
Mr. Roosevelt has
mends legislation forbidding th is- orrered regulation of the business In
sue in the future of Interstate railway wnich evils have grown up so as to
stocks and bonds without federal au- stamp out the evils and permit the
thority. It may occur in such cases business to continue. The tendency
that the full value of the railway, of Mr. Bryan's proposals
have genand as an element thereof, the value erally been destructive of
business
of the tangible property of the rail- with respect to which he the
is demandway would be a relevant and imporing reform. Mr. Roosevelt would
tant factor In
the proper au- compel the trusts to conduct their
thority to determine
whether
the business ln a lawful manner and sestocks and bonds to be Issued were to cure the benefits of their operation
have proper security behind them, and the maintenance of the prosperian- - In such case, therefore.
there ty of the country of which they are
should be the right ami 'machinery to an Important part: while Mr. Bryan
mako a valuation of 'the physical would extirpate and destroy the enproperty.
tire business ln order to stamp out
ed

ty
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Hi which they hare practiced.
Advasawge W Combtnattoav os Catpitae.

The combination of capital ln large

plants to manufacture goods with the
greatest economy is Just as neoessarjr
aa the assembling of the parts of a
machine to the economical and more
rapid manufacture of what in old

times was made by hand. The government should not , Interfere with
one any more than the other, and
when, such, aggregations of capital are
legitimate and are properly controlled,
for they are then the natural results
of modern enterprise and are beneficial to the public. In the proper operation of competition the public will
soon share with the manufacturer the
advantage in eoonomlcal operation
and lower prices.
Wliat In an Inlaw rut Trust
When, however, such combinations
are not based on any economic principle but are made merely for the
purpose of controlling the market to
maintain or raise prices, restrict output and drive out competitors, the
public derives no benefit and we have
a monopoly. There must be some use
by the company of the comparatively great size of Its capital and plant
and extent of Its output, either to
coerce persons to buy of it rather
than of some competitor or to coerce
those who would compete with it to
give up their business. There must
usually, in other words, be shown an
element of duress in the conduct of
its business toward the customers In
the trade and its competitors before
mere aggregation of capital or plant
teoomes an unlawful monopoly. IT
IS
PERFECTLY
CONCEIVABLE
THAT IN THE INTEREST
OF
ECONOMY
OF . PRODUCTION A
GREAT NUMBER OF PLANTS MAY
BE LEGITIMATELY ASSEMBLED
UNDER THE OWNERSHIP OF ONE
CORPORATION.
IT 18 IMPORTANT, THEREFORE, THAT SUCH
LARGE AGGREGATIONS OP CAPITAL AND COMBINATION SHOULD
BE CONTROLLED SO THAT THE
PUBLIC MAY HAVE THE ADVANTAGE OP REASONABLE PRICE8
AND THAT THE AVENUES OF ENTERPRISE MAY BE KEPT OPEN
TO THE INDIVIDUAL AND
THE
SMALLER CORPORATION WISHING TO ENGAGE IN BUSINESS.
Mere Aggregation of Otf.iuU Not a
Vlolat.on of Anti-TruUw.
In a country like this, where ln
good times there Is an enormous
floating capital awaiting Investment,
the period before which effective competition by construction of new plants
can be Introduced Into any business
Is comparatively short, rarely exceeding a year, and Is usually even less
st

than that

Existence of Actual Plant Is Not,
Therefore, Neonwary to Potential
Competition.
Many enterprises have been organized on the theory that mere aggregation of all or nearly all existing
plants ln a line of manufacture without regard to economy of production
destroys competition. They have most
of them gone into bankruptcy, competition In a profitable business will
not be affected by the mere aggregation of many existing plants under one
company, unless th rnmnnnv h.hu
affects great economy, the benefit of
"men n snares with the public or
takes some illegal method to avoid
competition and to perpetuate a hold
on the business.
Proer Treatment of Trust.
UNLAWFUL TRUSTS SHOULD
BE RESTRAINED WITH ALL THE
EFFICIENCY
OP
INJUNCTIVE
PROCESS AND THE PERSONS ENGAGED IN MAINTAINING THEM
SHOULD BE PUNISHED WITH AT.T,
THE SEVERITY OF CRIMINAL
PROSECUTION IN ORDER THAT
THE METHODS PURSUED IN THE
OPERATION OF THEIR BUSINESS
SHALL BE BROUGHT WITHIN
THE LAW. TO DESTROY THEM
AND TO ELIMINATE THE WEALTH
THEY REPRESENT
FROM THE
PRODUCING CAPITAL OF THE
COUNTRY WOULD ENTAIL ENORMOUS LOSS AND WOULD THROW
OUT OF EMPLOYMENT MYRIADS
OF WORKING MEN AND WORKING WOMEN.
SUCH A
RESULT
IS WHOLLY
UNNECESSARY TO
THE ACCOMPLISHMENT OF THE
NEEDED REFORM. AND WILL IN.
FLH'T UPON THE INNOCENT FAR
GREATER
PUNISHMENT THAN
UPON THE GUILTY.
Policy of Democratic
Platform.
The Democratic platform does not
propose to destroy the plants of the
trusts physically, but it proposes to
do the same thing In a different way.
The business of this country Is largely impendent on a protective system
of tariffs. The business done by many
of the
trusts Is protected
with the other business of the country. The Democratic platform proposes to take off the tariff on all articles coming into competition with
those produced by the
"trusts." and to put them on the free
list. If such a course would be utterly destructive of their business, as
is Intended, it would not only destroy
lhtrusts, but all of their smaller
competitors.
The ruthless and Impracticable
character of the proposition grows
plainer as Its effects upon the whole
community are realized.
KIT',t of Democratic Polldt-- on HiikI.
new.
TO TAKE THE C.OI'RSF ssfn
GESTED BY THE DEMOCRATIC
PLATFORM IN THESE MtTTpris
TO
INVOLVE THE ENTIRE
COMMUNITY. INNOCENT AS IT IS.
I.N THE PUNISHMENT
OF TIIR
GUILTY WHILE OUR POLICY
IS
TO STAMP OUT THE
SPECIFIC
EVIL.
Tills difference between th nnlicl
of the two great parties Is of especial
importance In vIpw of the nresent
condition of business. After ten years
or the most remarkable material de.
velopment and prosperity there comes
financial stringency, a panic and an
Industrial
depression.
was
This
brought about not only by the enormous expansion of business plants
and business investments which could
n if be readily converted, but also by
the waste of capital, In extravagance
of living. In wars and other catastrophes. The free convertible capital was
In addition to this, the
exhausted.
confidence cf the landing public In
Europe sn I In t' I country had been
aftecied by the levelatlons of Irreg

ularities, breach of trust,
of stock, v!olt'on of law and lack
of rigid state or national supervision
In tne management of our largest cor.
poratlons. Investors withheld what
loanable capital remained available.
It became Impossible for the soundest railroads and other enterprises to
'borrow money enough for new construction or reconstruction.
Will Delay Itestoretlon of Prosperity.
Gradually business Is acquiring a
healthier
tone. Gradually
wealth,
which was hoarded, la coming out to
be used. Conhdence in security of
business Investments is a plant of
slow growth and is absolutely necessary In order thst our factories may
all open again, ln order that our unemployed may become employed, and
In order that we may again have the
prosperity that has blessed Us for ten
years. The Identity of the Interests
of the capitalists, the farmer, the business man and the wage-earnIn the
security and profit of Investments
cannot be too largely emphasized. I
suomlt to those most interested, to
wage earners, to farmers and to business men, whether the introduction
Into power of the Democratic party,
with Mr. Bryan at its head, and with
the business construction
that It
openly advocates aa a remedy for
present evils, will ring about the
needed confidence for the restoration
of prosperity.
ItcpuMlcaii loctrtne of Protection.
THE REPUBLICAN DOCTRINE
OF PROTECTION. AS DEFINITELY
ANNOUNCED BY THE REPUBLICANS THIS YEAR . vr BY PREVIOUS CONVENTIONS, l, THAT TAR.
IFF SHALL BE IMPOSED ON ALL
IMPORTED PRODUCTS, WHETHER OF THE FACTORY, FARM OR
MINE, SUFFICIENTLY GREAT TO
EQUAL THE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN THE COST OF PRODUCover-issu-

es

er

TION ABROAD AND
AT HOME.
AND THAT THIS DIFFERENCE
SHOULD
OF COURSE INCLUDE

THE
DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN
THE HIGHER WAGES PAID IN
THIS COUNTRY AND THE WAGES
PAID ABROAD AND EMBRACE A
REASONABLE ' PROFIT TO THE
AMERICAN PRODUCTION. A SYSTEM
OF
PROTECTION THUS
ADOPTED AND PUT IN FORCE
HAS LED TO THE
ESTABLISHMENT OP A RATE) OP WAGES
HERE THAT HAS GREATLY ENHANCED THE STANDARD OF LIVING OF THE LABORING MAN. IT
IS THE POLICIES OP THE REPUBLICAN PARTY PERMANENTLY TO
CONTINUE THAT STANDARD OP
LIVING. IN 189T THE DINGLEY
TARIFF BILL WAS PASSED, UNDER WHICH WE HAVE HAD, AS
ALREADY SAID. A PERIOD
OP
ENORMOUS PROSPERITY.
Necessity for Revision of Tariff.
The consequent material development has greatly changed the conditions under which many articles described by the schedule of the tariff
are now produced. The tariff In a
number of the schedules exceeds the
difference between the cost of production of
abroad and at
home, including a reasonable profit to
the American producer. The excess
over that difference serves no useful
purpose, but offers a temptation
to
those who would monopolise the production and the sale of such articles
In this country to profit by the excessive rate. On the other hand,
there are other schedules ln which
the tariff is not sufficiently high to
give the measure of protection which
they should receive upon Republican
principles, and as to those the tariff
should be raised. A revision of the
tariff undertaken upon this principle
which Is at the bases of our present
business system, begun promptly upon the incoming of the new administration and considered at the special
session with the preliminary Investigations already begun by the appro-Hat- e
committees of the House and
Senate, will make the disturbance of
business Incident to such a change as
little as possible.
Tariff Plan n, Its Red
KITect on ItiiMincKM (ViimIII Joim.
THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY IN
ITS PLATFORM HAS NOT
HAD
THE COURAGE OF ITS PREVIOUS
CONVICTIONS
ON THE
SUBJECT
OF THE TARIFF DENOUNCED BY
IT IN 1904 AS A SYSTEM OF THE
ROBBERY OF THE MANY FOR
THE BENEFIT OP THE FEW. RUT
IT DOES DECLARE
ITS INTENr
TION TO CHANGE THE TARIFF
WITH A VIEW TO REACHING A
REVENUE BASIS AND THUS TO
DEPART FROM THE PROTECTIVE
SYSTEM. THE INTRODUCTION IN
TO POWER OF A PARTY WITH
THIS AVOWED PURPOSE CANNOT
HUT HALT THE GRADUAL RE
COVERY OP THE MORE RECENT
F1NANACIAL
DEPRESSION
AND
PRODUCE BUSINESS DISASTER
IN COMPARISON WITH
WHICH
OUR RECENT PANIC
AND
DE
PREKSION WILL SEEM SMALL IN
DEED.
Tim
lumier ami tlie Republican
I'arty.
As the Republican platform savs
the welfare of the farmer Is vital to
that of the whole country. One of
tne strongest hopes of returning pros-perlIs based on the business which
his crops are to afford.
He la vi
tally interested ln the restraining of
excessive and unduly discriminating
railroad rates, in the enforcement of
the pure food laws. In the promotion
of scientific agriculture and In Increasing the comforts of country life
by the extension of free rural delivery. The policies of the present administration which have most Industriously promoted all these objects
cannot fall to commend themselves
to his approval: and It Is difficult to
see how. with his intelligent appreciation of the threat to business prosperity involved In Democratic
success at the polls, he can do otherwise
than give his full and hearty support
lo the continuation of the present administration under Republican
auspices.
Ijilsir ami Wliat I lie lt'nhl!ctn Hrlv
Huh Done for It.
WE COM K NOW TO THE QUESTION OF LABOR.
ONE IMPOR
TANT PHASE OF THE POLICIES
OF THE PRESENT ADMINISTRATION HAS BEEN ANXIETY TO SECURE FOR THE WAGE EARNER
AN EQUALITY OP OPPORTUNITY
AND SUCH POSITIVE STATUTORY
PROTECTION AS WILL 'PLACE
HIM ON A LEVEL IN DEALING
such-article- s

ty

WITrf HId EMPLOYER. '

THE" RE-

PUBLICAN PARTY HAS PASSED iH0V OKLAHOMA
C10Y1S KATIONAL
A.. EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY ACT
FOR
INTERSTATE RAILROADS
DESTROYS LIQUOR
DECLARES DIVIDEND
AND
HAS
AN
ESTABLISHED
EIGHT-HOULAW FOR GOVERNMENT EMPLOYES AND ON GOVERNMENT CONSTRUCTION
THIS Intoxicants Taken lYom Bootleggers Only a Year Old, It Shown Evtdestc
Are Poured Into the Sewer by
ESSENCE OF THE REFORM AFof Prosperity Telephone Dilite Barrel.
FECTED BY THE FARMER IS THE
rectors Meet.
ABOLITION OF THE FELLOW-SERVAN- T
Guthrie,
July
Okla,,
In
in.
town
(Special
M., July 18.
Clovls,
N.
RULE AND THE INTROliquor
The Roosevelt County Telephone
DUCTION OF THE COMPARATIVE the basement of the state
agency
at Guthrie the quantities of company held a directors' meeting
NEGLIGENCE THEORY BY WHICH beer, near-beer,
whisky, wine, gin, here Saturday. 8. L. Ogle and W. F.
AN EMPLOYE INJURED IN THE
bitters
and
"tarantula Juice." confis- Bayless of Roswell, C. B. Lukens of
SERVICE OP HIS EMPLOYER cated
from "bootleggers" everywhere Albuquerque, W. E. Llndsey of PorDOES NOT LOSE ALL HIS RIGHT
the atate, had increased until there ta les and C. E. Harris and R. C. Reld
OP In
TO
BECAUSE
RECOVER
of Clovls were present. The manager
ON
HIS was scarcely room for more.
SLIGHT NEGLIGENCE
"Let' have a big spilling," said reported seventy miles of metal lio toll
PART. THEN THERE IS THE ACT Superintendent
E. Loxier to his as. j line completed to Fort Sumner.
PROVIDING FOR COMPENSATION sistant, George R.
and forth- J The First National bank haa de- FOR INJURY TO GOVERNMENT with employes W. Hines,
of the agency began clared its lrst annual dividend. The
WITH
TOGETHER
EMPLOYES.
rolling out kegs of beer, barrels of bank is not a year old and haa over
THE VARIOUS STATUTES REQUIRtm
ING SAFETY APPLIANCES UPON bottle beer, kegs of wine and demi- j $100,000 ln deposits. W. E. DavU
RAIL- johns of whisky to the public sewer casnier ana i. v.. rveea presiaenu
INTERSTATE COMMERCF
Seventeen brick business blocks r
PROTECTION near the state agency building.
ROADS FOR THE
News of the "spilling"
spread now In course of erection here. The
OF THEIR EMPLOYES AND LIM- quickly
and a crowd gathered to Santa Fe ra lway is adding to Its exITING THE HOURS OF THEIR EMwatch the destruction of Intoxicants. tensive equipment her a warehouaa
PLOYMENT. THESE ARE ALL IN. Kegs
of beer were piled on a plat- 100 feet ln length.
OP
STANCES OP THE EFFORTS
J. S. Fltzhugh, a prominent attor
where they could flows Into a
THE REPUBLICAN PARTY TO DO form
ney and capitalist of this place, wwa
JUSTICE TO THE WAGE EARNER. trough and thence through a manmarried Sunday night to Mrs. Mary
hole Into the sewer.
DOUBTLESS A MORE COMPRE"Knock the bungs out and let r Oosset.
HENSIVE MEASURE FOR COM- spill,"
E. H. Oleson has received the apcommanded Hlnes. A gushing
PENSATION
OP GOVERNMENT
fell frothing Into the trough and pointment as city engineer. Mr. Ole-s- o
EMPLOYES WILL BR ADOPTED IN flood
haa been architect for the Bant
THE PRINCIPLE went splashing Into the aewer. Agency Fe i railway.
THE FUTURE;
IN SUCH CASES HAS BEEN REC- employes uncorked bottles and demiThe Moore contracting and grading
OGNIZED, AND IN THE NECESSA- johns and the stream united with the ouiflt
are here again to grade for the
of beer and Went gurgling
RILY SOMEWHAT SLOW COURSE cataracts
location of the machine shops.
way to the Cimarron river, Inon
OF LEGISLATION WILL. BE MORE to Its
which the sewer emptied.
FULLY EMBODIED IN DEFINITE
VWhat a shame, when It's so dry!"
STATUTES.
man, moistening his ALASKA PRODUCEO
a
Interest of Km ploy er ami Knifrioye said
Hps
tongue.
his
with
Only Differ In Respect to Terms)
"And wouldn't you like to be a
of Krnploymeiit.
LESS GOLD IN 19DT
fish In the Cimarron river!" exclaimThe Interests of the employer and ed
another.
the employe never differ except when
Hlnes kept both eyes wide open to
it comes to a division of the Joint
see
that nobody filched any of the While Marked Advance Was Made 1st
profit of labor and capital Into diviMining During tlie Year, tlie Value
beverages.
dends and wages. This must be a forbidden
of Products IHvreaMed.
"No, sir, you can't even get your
constant source of periodical discussion between the employer and em- feet wet In it," said Hlnes to a man
Washington, July 38. The United
ploye, as Indeed are the other terms who looked as If he would like to
roll up his trousers and wade In the States geological survey has Just isof the employment.
torrent
sued Its fourth annual volume on (the
Advantage of Union.
The beer overflowed and ran In mineral resources of Alaska, giving;
To give to employes their proper
results of investigations made dur.
position in such a controversy to en- whltecaps down a little dusty hill- the
ing the year 1907. These volumes,
themselves side.
able them to maintain
"Ah, even sober, industrious little which have been prepared under the
against employers having great capremarked a wag, aa supervision of A. H. Brooks, geoloital, they may well unite, because In ant gets his."
the white caps overwhelmed an ant gist in charge, are designed not only
union there is strength, and without hill.
to make public the more important
It each individual laborer and. em"The whole bunch ought to be ar- economic developments In Alaska, but
ploye would be helpless. The promo,
record the advance of mining;
tion of Industrial peace through the rested for getting beer without a pre- also to
and to form handy works of referInstrumentality of the trade agree- scription."
The air was redolent with the ence, by which reliable Information,
ment Is often one of the results of fumes
of beer, whisky and wine when may be promptly supplied to the pioconsuch union when intelligently
the last drop had been spilled, and neer prospector, the publication ot
ducted.
the casks and bottles carted back to elaborate reports and maps being deOther Isttmr.
the state agency.
a drop had ferred until more complete InformaThere Is a large body of laborers, escaped the sewer But not
and the dusty lit- tion can be obtained.
however, skilled and unskilled, who tle hillside.
The year 1807 witnessed a marked
ore not organized Into unions. Their
advance In mining ln Alaska, despite
rights before the law are exactly the
the fact that the value of the prosame as those of the union men, and ARIZONA TO SEND
duction decreased 12,503.237 as comare to be protected with the same
pared with 190S. Nearly all of this
care and watchfulness.
decrease was ln the output o( gold,
Rights of Ijtlior.
EXHIBIT and Is ascribed to labor difficulties at
IN ORDER TO INDUCE THEIR
Nome and Fairbanks and to the diEMPLOYER INTO A COMPLIANCE
of labor to work that Is not
FOR Governor Klbbey Orders State Collec- version
WITH THEIR REQUEST
immediately productive the Installa.
CHANGED TERMS OF EMPLOYtion bent to Irrlgatlou Contlon of large mining plants, which
MENT WORKMEN HAVE THE
gress,
are expected later to yield correspondRIGHT TO STRIKE IN A BODY.
ingly large returns.
fall in the
THEY HAVE A RIGHT TO USE
In addition to an agricultural ex- price of copper alsoThe
contributed to
SUCH PERSUASION AS THEY MAY. hibit from irrigated land and the
total decrease ln production. Aa
PROVIDED IT DOES NOT REACH many other features that Arizona ex- the
It was, however,
preliminary estiTHE POINT OF DURESS. TO LEAD pects to bring to the Sixteenth Na- mates show that theAlaska produced)
THEIR RELUCTANT
tional Irrigation congress, the terri- $19,600,000 In gold. $1,040,000 ln cop.
TO JOIN THEM IN THEIR tory will be well represented by the per and $231,771 in
other minerals.
UNION AGAINST THEIR EMPLOYstate collection of minerals.
RIGHT,
A
AND
ER.
THEY HAVE
This- exhibit comprises minerals of
T11K SOCIALIST Ut'G.VIlOO.
IF THEY CHOOSE. TO ACCUMUall kinds gathered from over the ter- (William
Mallly, in Success Maga-dnFUNDS
TO
SUPPORT THOSE ritory and the product of each secLATE
ENGAGED IN A STRIKE. TO DEL- tion of Arliona Is well represented. It
The socialistic bugaboo Is abroad la
EGATE TO OFFICERS THE POW- is regarded as one of the best minland and seeking whom it may deER TO DIRECT THE ACTION OP eral collections In the west and will the
vour. The surest and quickest way
THE UNION, AND TO WITHDRAW add Interest to the congress.
to achieve press notoriety is to attack
THEMSELVES AND THEIR ASSO
Paul P. Hastings, the general
whether he who attacks be
CIATES FROM DEALING WITH OR freight and passenger agent of the socialism,
clergyman, labor leader, or
GIVING CUSTOM TO THOSE WITH Santa Fe, will also endeavor to se- politician,
what not.
WHOM THEY ARE IN CONTRO
cure a mineral exhibit from the new
Bugaboos have always played aa
VERSY.
A. & C. line, aa an advertisement of Important
role in history, although,
the new mining district.
Wliat lalior Cannot lawfully Io,
their own history has never been
What they have not the right to
written. Since the time when the
Cheapest accident Insurance Dr. uboriginal crtstted an image of dread,
do lit to injure the'r employer's prop
erty, to Injure their employer's bus! Thomas' Eclectrlc OH. Stops the pain and horror which embodied his owa
ness by use of threats or methods of and heals the wound. All druggists tears of the unknown, mankind haa
who, sell It.
physical duress against those
been haunted by bugaboos. The huwould work for him or deal with him
man mind has always fashioned from,
or by carrying on what Is sometimes
ilr surroundings a bugaboo, hewn out
known as a secondary boycott against REVIVAL SERVICES
of its own conception of future danhis ciTtomers or those with whom he
gers. Progress haa always had to bat-ti- n
who sym
deals In business. All those
with the dread of the unseen. The
HELDAT UEUtOSE bugaboo has been the ally of reaction
pnth.ze with them ma- - unite to aid
them in their struggle.' but they may
of all ages.
not. through the instrumentality of a
.Jot rules drank the hemlock, Christ
threatened or actual boycott, compel Union I if fort Resulted In More Tluut was crucified, Bruno waa burned at
ConHundred
Fifty
Two
and
person
will
against
and
their
third
the stake, Columbus was ridiculed and
versions.
having no Interest in their controverpersecuted, James Hargreaves had his
sy to come to their assistance. These
rev lutlonary spinning Jenny smashed
M July 28.
Melrose,
N.
(Special).
principle have for a great many
Evangelist J. S. Burck and his by his neighbors In 17(7. Lovejoy was
years been settled by the courts of singer, A. B. Hobbs,
and kiled at Alton. All of
have Just closed mobbedwere
sacrificial offerings to the
this country.
a two weeks' evangelistic campaign these
Injuries
bugaboo
to
unlawful
of their respective times.
Threatened
here. The meeting was held ln the
business, like these described above, Presbyterian church and was a union
The socialist bugaboo la a thing of
can only be adequately remedied by effort. Over 260 conversions are re mat') shapes. Its creators have enan Injunction to prevent them. The ported. Sunday night at the closing dowed It with every attribute of every
Jurisdiction of a court of equity to service thirty profession were made. spook that ever frightened mankind
enjoin In such cases arises from the Rev. Wilis Smith of the Presbyterian, Into blind antagonism te the truth-An- d
no spook ever terrorised a shivchancier of the Injury and the meth- Rev. J. R. Johnson of the Baptist and
od of inflicting it and the fact Unit suit Rev. Georgo Given of the Methodist ering small boy into burying his head
for damages offers no adequate rem churches participated.
The evange under the blankets more effectively
edy.
lists have gone to their homes in Kan than the socialist spook terrorizes the
ordinary c'tizen Into retiring under
The Injury Is not done by one sin sas City, leaving on Monday's train.
g
conservatism,
the blanket of
gle act. whieh might be adequately
there to Invite race suffocation and
compensated for In damages by a suit
retrogression.
at law, hut It Is the result of a con
st mtly recurring series of acts, each
Hair Dresser and CliirovodlsC
of which In Itself might not constl
slt
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors
tJtc a substantial Injury or make a
the Alvarado and next door to
S'i't at law worth while, and all of A the
happy homes of y
cafe, Is prepared to give
is a vast Sturges'
which would require a multiplicity of
treatment, do
suits at law. Injuries of this class fund of information as to tlie best methods thorough scalpcorns,
bunions and intreat
have since the foundation of courts of promoting health and happiness and
growing nails.
She gives massaie
of equity been prevented by Injunc
right living and knowledge of the world's treatment and manicuring.
Mrs.
tion.
Bambini's own preparation of comIt has been claimed that injunctions best products.
do not Issue to protect anything
but
Products of actual excellence and plexion cream builds up the skin and
property rights, and that business Is reasonable claims truthfully presented Improves the complexion, and is
She
guaranteed not to be injurious.
not a property right, but such a prop- and which
also prepares hair tonic that cures
have attained to world-wid- e
osition Is wholly Inconsistent with all
prevents dandruff and hair fall
the decisions of the courts. The su- acceptance through the approval of the and
ing out; restores life to dead hair;
preme court of the United States says V
of the Wjrld; nut of indi removes moles, warts and superfluous
that the Injunction Is a remedy to viduals only, but of
For any blemish of the face
tlie many who have hair.
protect property or rights of a pecuniary nature, and we may weM sub. the happy faculty of scleciing and obtain- call and consult Mrs. Bambini.
of ing the best the world affords.
to the considerate Judgment
in
Help for Those Who Have Kinmafss
all laymen whether the right of a
Trouble.
One of the' products of that class, of
man In his business is not as distinct.
After doctoring for about twelve
ly a right of a pecuniary nature as known component parts, an Ethical years for a bad stomach trouble, and
the right to his horse or his house remedy, approved by physicians and com spending nearly five hundred dollars
or the stock of good on his shelf, mended by the
of the for medicine and doctors' fees, I per
and the Instances ln which Injunc- World as a valuable
my wife one box of Chamber
and wh loime family chased
tions to protect business have been
lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets
upheld by all courts are so many that laxative is the wi ll kaown Syrup of Figs which did her so much good that sae
It Is futile further to discuss the prop, and J'.lixir of Senna.
To pet its beneficial continued to use them and they have
osltion.
done her more good than all of the
effects always buy the genuine,
d
meaning
to
Is
difficult
tell the
it
medicine I bought before. Samoa
by the California I ig Syrup Co., Boyer, Folsom. Iowa.
This medicine
only, aud for tale by all leading druggists- - is for sale by all druggists.
Samples
(Continued on Ihtge Six.)
free.
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MALOY'S
Just received a fresh stock of

OLIVES

and
s

PICKLES
In bottles and in bulk

We carry a fine and complete
line of

LUNCH AND PICNIC
GOODS

MALOY'S
PHONE 72
COL. W. D. JONES
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Col. Walter D. Jones, fnthei1 of J.

here, anij Mrs. E. R. Edgar, of 718
South Third street, wile of one of
the proprietors of the Imperial laundry, died rather suddenly at the home
of his daughter last night at 11
o'clock. The cause of his demise was
erysipelas, which began with blood
poisoning from a small Infested
cratch on his bark, made July 5.
Mr. Jones was 65 years old and
born In Alabama. He was a colonel
of an Alabama regiment In the southern army and after the war lead an
active commercial life, so successful
that he was enabled to retire at the
age of 45. He came to Albuquerque
five years ago and has made his home
a'nce then with his daughter, Mrs.
Kdgar. He was a well preserved
man physically until the beginning of
hie fatal Illness.
It was with a great
deal of pride that Colonel Jones used
to tell his friends that he was feeling fine and had known very few
' days sickness during his lifetime.
Besides the son and daughter living here. Colonel Jones was survived
by his wife, Mrs. Walter D. Jones, and
a younger son, who are on their way
here now from Hot Springs, Ark., and
another son, Walter D. Jones, Jr., of
s
Pittsburg. Pa., who 1b also on his way
here to attend the funeral. Colonel
, : Jones
was an Episcopalian and the
funeral will probably be held Thurs- day from St.
,
John's Episcopal
i church.

The feature of the evening's entertainment at the skating rink tonight
will be the new moving picture subject entitled, "The Holy City." This
new subject takes two rolls of film,
and is one of the most beautifully
colored sets of pictures that have yet
been shown. The subject Is also Interesting, as may be Imagined from
the name, and i considered one of
the finest moving picture subjects In
the market today.
In addition to the "lioly City," an
amusing and highly Interesting film
entitled "Cowboy Sports and Pastimes." Mr. Sholley will sing two
new songs tonight and they will be
accompanied by a beautiful set of
Illustrations. This excellent program
should be taken advantage of by the
patrons of the rink.

GIRLS AND ONE

FOUR

BOY WANT

health

Therefore

don'l experiment but
stick to the old reliable

Arc In tiuirge of Cliildreu's
Jlotue society lailicr and
Mother ltotli Dcttd.

Just Exactly Klgrit.
"I have used Dr. King's New

Ammunitioned

Shot Gun Shells

SEE OUR ASSORTMENT AND GET OUR PRICES

CRYSTAL

R. E. Twltchell, Las Vegas; J. S.
Carlin, Chicago; F. S. Clancy, S. Luna,
Los Lunas; F. It. Gregory, Kettner;
O. O. Benchman, St. Louis; J. O. Pur-cel- l,

Chicago; C. M. Stockton, Topeka;
H. P. Llnsey, Winslow; J. W. Brown,
St. Louis; J. N. Martinez, Folsom; O.
B. Gallon, Topeka; Chas. Madcock.
Portales;
J. A. Ricker,
Denver;
George Parkhurst, Cleveland; J. H.
Bader. Philadelphia.
St urges.
E. M. Fink. El Paso; R. Romero,
VV.
11.
Chili;
Kelly, Rochester; Wm.
Keaggy, M. A. Smith, R. Lammon.
Ketlner; J. McBrlde. Estancia; V. L.
Sullivan, Kama Fe; B. II. Neullee. R.
E. Vasse, Las Vegas.
Savoy.
M. B. Johnson, Santa Fe; N. A.
1).
Hill. H.
Hill, 'New Orleans; Wm.
Sainwald, Philadelphia ; John Meal,
Helen; H. S. Schmuke, Topeku.
Cruise.
J. H. Hudspeth, Kl Paso; Thomas
Owens,
Thoreau; D. A. Kinbrell.
Elida; E. W. Beyard, Denver; O. E.
Johnson, Denver.
(.rand (Vnirul.
L.
Maxwell, Las Vegas; C. F.
Youngston, Las Vegas; R. Martinez.
Mipes Pon, Santa Fe-- ; A. F. Onier,
El Paso; H. Mulliton, Sliver City. N.
M.
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CltEAM
STOKE.
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GOOD

KICK'S

(K

CltEAM
.Mt UO STORE.

Genuine American Block

$6.50 per Ton
Handscreened Cerrillos Lump
$6.50 per ton
Qulltyand Quaotlty Cuarafe

WOOD
TELEPHONE

W. H. HAHN & GO,

Pulley.

m

Iroa

M

LOl' DON'S JERSEY
FOR

1171 tE

ICE CREAM.

SAILIR
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LIVELY

Babbit Metal;

MATINEE

ED. F0URNELLE

Carpe titer

RETURN,

J

;

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Orecrrle la
the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

BARRELS

ALPUQUBBQUE.

S hep

Promptly
Shop

10fi.r);

Attended

t

Residence

5."2

Corner Fourth St. and Copper Ave.
ALBUQUERQUE,

1

SUNDAY

M.

EXU1RIINS

3

P. M.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

bargains

all leather. ... J18.50
J4.00
Concord
Concord heavy. 29.00
double buKKy.
$10.00 to $24. 60
Single Surrey Harness 17.00 to 20.00
Single Runrgy Harness 8.60 to 20.00
Single Express Harness
13.00 to 28.00
Celebrated Askew Sad4.60 to 40.00
dles
Best grade of leather In all harness
and saddles.
Parts of harness kept In stock.
Unless you trade with us we both
lose money.
Team
Team
Team
Team

N.

SONGS

Our Prices All

and Builder

JtLBUQUCKQUm

Harness,
Harness,
Harness,
Harness,

TH0S. F. KFLEHER
40S West Railroad Avenue

.

IVi.ton,

Mast,., and return. $82.35,
July 2ath to August 3d, final limit
August ISth. Limit can be ex. ended
to September' 16th.

NFW MEXICO

:
INTEREST

ALLOWED

ON

oaomomomomomcmomcmotomo

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

ok)4K04KoK54K)odi

Fust Rational
Bank

Kansas City and return,
$40.65.
dally until Sept. 30th. final limit Oct.

31st

i
i

Capital ana
Surplus

United States
Depository

St. IjoiiIs and return. $49.65. dally
until Sept. 30th. final limit Oct. ls:.

i
1
1

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

It
ll'fbl'l
r I 1.1.
Denver and return, $23.70 dally I.e.
. . .
........
...1.1. jrnui ,Ut'M8
n v...,
' .
vr
an ...
..nil
until Sept. 30th, final limit Oct. SOth. them " our'w'Ul'ir
delicious cakes, rolls, bread
pastry.
and
So fresh, crisp, light and
brown so good to smell and Just the
VloruIo Springs and return. $20.75 things
at
to hand around with
dally un ll Sept. SOth, final limit Oct. ice .cream,parties,
dainties, etc. Our clean
J 1st.
p
bake-shoIs our best ad.
and Inviting

:

capital 9od surplus. $100,000

Cliictigu and return, $55.65,
dally
until Sept. 30th, final limit Oct. 31st.

$250,000

l.1
a

Special summer tourist rates to nu.
merous other points on application.
T. E. PURDY. Agent.

Machine

Columns and Iron

Work
Fronts for

Or. Coal and Lumber Cars: Shaftings.
Ofi
mmd Mill Msehln0ry m Bflmlty
M
ca c rCBvoea track.
Albuquerque, N. M.
A

FOLLY

RAILROAD AVENTE.

around.

Tutr list a vlait a n Innlr
Try us on your next order.

Pioneer Bakery,

1

BUILDERS'

FINISHERS' SUPPLIES

AND

Native and Chicago Lumber. Sherwln-William- s
Paint Nou
tec. Building Paper, Plaster. Lime, Cement, Glass, Sash. Doors,
Ete.. Etc

J.

C. BALDRIDCE

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

Suscribe for The Evening ClUien
and get the news.

LIVEKY, SALE. FEED AND
TKAJWkFEJl STABI.ES.
Horses

and Mules BeugM
euanged.

asl

Stc,

423 South First

207 South First St.

It Is not what you par for advertising,
PATS
but what advertising
YOU, that make It valuable.
Our

;

A A A A

BOYS'

f ErV

HBiMlngs.

Brust

PA'S

POOR

COME.

Foundry and
,

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

rArlfsnipnt

SHOES....
KtM) Repairing A Specialty.
109 NORTH riRST STRUT

ICK OtKAM
AND
SODA.
WALTON'S

L. B. PUTNEY

Pictures
and Illustrated Sorgs.

OF THE WORLD.

ESTABLISHED 1871.

I
I

CHILDREN'S

I Albuquerque

'OLD RELIABLH."

Moving

n

B03-60-

ICK CllKAM AND
WALTON'S
SODA

sPAItM

'

Meet Every Friday Evening
At 8 Sharp.
FOREST IN ELKS' THEATER.
Sd. F.
E. W. Moore, C. C.
D. H. Phillips. Clerk.
40J West Lead Ave.
VISITING SOVEREIGNS WEL- -

Jobbing

Cor. 3rd and Marquette

4

416 SOUTH hKCOM) ST.
Phone 47 1.

. ...

innii
ever sold, $1.75 per hundred. Clean,
ext milling wheat. K. W. Fee,
4
S. 1st. Phone 16.

Apply

You can save money on Uiat bill of
lumber If jou buy from I lie Superior
Lumber and Mill Co.

WOODMEN

nt or
Soothes Itchln? skin. Honl
burns without a scar. Curee piles, eczema, salt rheum, any Itching. Doan's
Ointment. Your druggist sells It.
..

Phone 8.

o

Phones:

Rlaek Cat stockings wear longer
and fit better than any other liraml
on the market.
They are absolutely
fust colored. All sizes for men,
women and children. Prices run from
12 4 to 60c. C. May's Shoe Store, 314
West Central avenue.

First street.
GOOD

Private

tt

fnlom'nn

If Cyrus Ben. Holt will answer
this ad. he will learn something
to his financial interest. Any in- formation thnt will assist ua In
finding him will be gratefully
received.
MRS. LfCINDA HOLT.
Howell, Mich.
MRS. JULIA .TEROR.
Pentley. Mich.

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

MEN'S, WOMEN'S AND

ICE

e

4.25.

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.

siz'il burro.

F. H. Strong

t,

P.MATTEUCCI

H.

hardware co.

;

Doctor Nacamuli will be back from
Europe in September and will be at
his office In the N. T. Armljo building
about September 15, 1908.
O

Mcintosh

able-bodie-

"FOR CASH ONLY"

FEE'S

re-mal-

Loaded with Black or Smokeless Powder,
Drop or Chilled Shot

kc.

LAU

Pills for several years, and find then
Just exactly right," says Mr. A. A
Felton. of Harrmvllle. N. T. New L4f
Pills relieve without the least discomfort Best remedy for constipation,
biliou .ries and malaria 26c ai al

210

Appetite, Nausea, Cramps,
Diarrhoea, Headache,
Ills, Insomnia, Indigestion, Dyspepsia. Cos
flveness and Malaria.

ead

Alvarudo,

WANTED

and you have the best that
wienie can produce for Poor

28-L-

HUNTERS!

dea'ert.

BITTERS

ATTENTION

The photographic studio known for
firm, the past few years as the Moon Stusteady, dio, and later as the Kemmerer StulS13lc;
dio, situated at 313 4 West Central,
and managed for the Pst ' months
hflHUT.
by Mr. Wm. R. Wnlton. of Providence,
St. Louis, July 2S. Spelter higher, R. I., was purchased yesterday by Mr.
$4.6064.55.
Walton.
All Indebtedness of said studio In.Money .Market.
New York. July 28. Money on ewll curred prior to this date Is assumed
easy, ljj m per cent; prime mercan- by Mr. N. L. Kemmerer of this city.
Mr. Kemmerer will also collect actile paper, 3 Vi u 4 per cent
counts due the stu llo prior to this
We are just In receipt of a Carload of
date.
St, Ixuis Wool.
During the pnst few months th
St. Louis, July 28. Wool steady;
are now prepared to fill your orders for
stuJIo has been completely renovated
territory and western mediums, 16
and redecorated, nnd Is now thorI8c; fine mediums, 10'u 15c; fine,
oughly equipped nnd up to date In
12c.
every respect.
Mr. Walton Is a photographer
of
(ruin and ITovMons.
Chicago, Juy 28. Wheat July, twelve years' experience, most of
899c; Sept.,
which time was spent in the larger
cities. It will be the policy of the
Corn July, 75 c; Sept., 73 He.
studio to give to its pairons the very
Oats July, 52Vc; Sept., 43 Vic
Pork July, $15.40; Sept., $15.62H. best that skill and study can accomLard July,
.27Vi; Sept., 39.374. plish, also the very newpst and latest
Ideas In artistic mountings and fin
Ribs July, $8.70; Sept., $8.82 H.
'
ishes.
'
Chimigo Llvretock,
Visitors are always welcome and
Chicago, July 28. Cattle Receipts will be shown rfurtesy snd respect
8,000; weak to shade lower; oeeves, even to the minutest detail.
$3.907.80; Texans. $3.60 U 6.2.5;
westerns, $3.80 516.80; stockers and
NOT ICR.
feeders, $2.60 U 4.45; cows and heifTn Now Due.
Road
$
ers, 1.65 ft 6.80; calves, $5.757.26.
d
requires every
law
The
Sheep KeceipU 10,000;
steady; man between the ages of 21 and 60
westerns, $2,754 4.65; yearlings, $4.60 years to annually pay a road tax of
4J5.10; wen tern lambs, $4,50 46.60.
$3 or. In lieu of sucu sum, to labor
on the public roai three days. Sec.
New York Stock. .
New
York, July 28. Following 3. Chapter 63, Acts of the 37th LegisAmbulance
were closing quotations on the stock lative Assembly.
The supervisor of road district No.
exchange today:
Supt. Fali-vle3. comprising precincts No. 12 and
and
Amalgamated Copper
74
Santa Barbara
26, which precincts Include the city
Atchison
tl
Funeral
Director
and
Embalmer
Cemeteries
the office
of Albuquerque, accepts
do. preferred
91
New York Central
107 H without compensation and Is devoting
JULY
CfTkc
Stroni Block 2nd and
time and energy to the discharge of
Pennsylvania
'.
Lady
124
29
Coppr Avcmc. Telephones!
the duties of the office to the end
Southern Pacific
93
Office 7S, ResldtKC 106.
Attendant
Union Pacific
ISo3H that proper use be made of the road
good
roads.
we
have
fund
that
and
United States Steel
46V4
That Rattling Comedian,
do, preferred
The character of roads to be built and
108
CHAS. C.YIUiOLTON,
the line of work are determined by
"The Mun In Wlille."
the Good Roads association.
Kansas City Livestock.
GIVE l)S A CHANCE
Mr. S. M. Porterfield Is authorized
Kansas City, July 28. Cattle ReJust Off the Orpheum,
ceipts 11,000; steady; southern steers, to receive payment of the road tax.
T1IK lllXLICFONTS.
$3.25(0 4.80;
southern cows, $2.00 (fr and for the convenience of the public
To figure on that bill of lumber.
S.60; stockers end feeders, $3.00
will make calls when be can do so Novelty Acrobats and Hand to Hand
Our lumber comes from our ows
4.76 bulls, $2.40 4 4.00; calves, $3.60 or payment can be made at Porter-Hel- d
Balancers, Including
mills located In the best body of
4j 6.25; western
and Co.'s, 216 West Gold avenue.
steers, $3.756j 6.60;
Mile. Marie Rcllt-fouj timber In New Mexico.
western cows, $2.50 (it 3.76.
Tne law will be strlrtly enforced.
A large stock
of dry spruce
The Most Perfectly Developed Woman
Hogs Receipts it. 0011 steady; bulk
W. H. GILLENWATER,
dimension on hand. Why not buy
in the World.
of saJeR, $6.2 i dl 6.45; heavy, $6.45 $1'
Supervisor.
6.60; packers and butchers. $6,30 4
the best when It Is Just s cheap?
6.50; light, $6,104(6.40; pigs, $4,604
It will pay you to look into this
The rapid Increase In our bunlne? XKW PKTI ItKS TIU IISDAY AND
5.50.
Is due to good work and fair treat
MONDAY.
Sheep Receipts
6,000;
steady; men! of our patrons. Hubbs Lnun
muttons, $3.904i4.50; lambs, $4.504i dry.
RiO GRANDE LUMBER GO.
6.35; range wethers, $3.504.40; fed

HOMES

Tticy

1 WHJ'H

ANNOUNCEMENT !

Tlie Metals.
July
lake copper
silver, 62 Vic.

New York.
14.47 4 It 4.f0;

ewes, $3.25

Dr. C. E. Lukens, superintendent of
the New Mexico Children's Home so
clety, arrived from eastern New Mexico last night with four girls and one
boy for whom he wants homes. The
children ail come from one family
and range from 5 to 11 years of age,
BAIL COfllTIE
The boy Is 11 yeara old. Dr. Lukens
says that he found the chldren on a
TALKS TOURNAMENT claim living by themsulve--s in the
most pitiful circumstances. The moth
er died about a year ago and a few
ago the father wus found dead
According to Plajm Albuquerque Will weeks
in bed. The doctor says that ail are
Have t'liuiice to See Homo Good
bright and very good looking chil
Guinea This Full.
dren. They may be seen at the L,ukei..s
home, 805 East Grand avenue.
"A square deal" la the motto of
the committee appointed by the board
It Can't lie Beau
of control of the Sixteenth National
The best of all teachers Is experi
Irrigation congress and Twenty-eight- h
ence. C. M. Harden of Silver City,
New Mexico fair to arrange for the North Carolina, says: "I find Elecannual baseball tournament. The tric Bitters doca all that's claimed
committee is composed of U. A. Mat- for It. For stomach, liver and kidney
ron. Hoy McDonald and Ike Graham, troubles it can't De oeat. I have tried
and at a meeting to be held thla aft- It and find it a moat excellent mediernoon those three men will decide cine." Mr. Harden la right; lt'a tie
on a recommendation to make to the best of all medicines also for weakboard of control regarding the rules ness, lame baca and all run down
which will govern the tournament conditions. Best too for chilis and
and the purses that will be offered. malaria. Sold under guarantee by all
The members of the committee, all dealers. 60c.
enthusiastic fans, believe that purses
Do you know that we opcraW SO
to the sum of 13,000 will be necessary
to give the visitors to the congress maculae In our plant every dayf
and fair the proper quality of base- Tltat'a why we can make and sell
ball. The board of control, it U un- window frames for brick at $1.80;
derstood. Is opposed to giving so screen doors at $1.00; porch swings
much money to the sport, yet none at $5.00. Superior Pluuning Mill.
can galrmay that baseball has always
been the best drawing card of all
TO THE I'IBLIC.
previous fairs.
Until further notice, Central avenue
Tlu committee has a number of from Tenth street to Fourteenth street
suggestions to make, among them be-l- n is closed to travel.
J. H. WORTH.
one by w hich all teams coming to
Chairman Street Committee.
the tournament will have their railroad fare paid by the board of conPlace an ad. In The Citizen and
trol. L'nder this arrangement teams watch it work for you.
from anywhere within the limits of
To Elvira Herrera de Branch and
Jurisdiction will be placed on equi
to whom it may concern:
You are
hen-bnotified to give no credit on
my account to my said wife, she having left my bed and board without
my consent. Juan Branch.
vu nac nutimig to gain
and everything to lose
Want ads printed In the C'lUsen
when you experiment with
wtU bring rvHuliM.

your
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Amusements

THE RINK TONIGHT

AT

Developed.

Pcrter Jones, United States guager

.

ground with Albuquerque. Thla arrangement Is bound to appeal to the
teams from out of town, and will most
likely augment the sport. For In
stance, teams from Santa Fe and Las
Vegas will come to the tournament
on the same footing as a team from
Tucson, Aris., as far as traveling expenses are concerned, and all visiting
teams will bo on an equal footing with
Albuquerque. With thla arrangement
In vogue it is believed that a success
ful tournament can be secured with
purses aggregating $2,000.
The tournament of two years ago
proved that the tournament should be
limited to seven teams. A gTeater
number would make the tournament
longer than could be held during the
meeting of the congress and lair. It
Is believed that seven teams of twelve
players eneh can be brought to Albuquerque at a cost to the congress
at less than 11.000.
As to the class of baseball necessary to furnLsh entertainment for the
fans who will come to the Irrigation
congress, the purely amateur kind
that Is abroad in the brush of New
Mexico will not do. People will not;
lt on a hard ooard to see loosely
played games. Knowing this it Is believed the committee will suggest rules
permitting each contesting team to
play three professionals. This ruling
will guarantee classy ball and Will
work no hardship on any team In
the southwest. The committee will report to the board of control as soon
as possible after the meeting this afternoon and some decision as to the
rules and purses which will govern
the tournament will be announced
within a few days.

orrnEa.

DENTISTS

0- -

rates are lowest for equal service.
BEST TOURNOUT8 IN TBI Clf
The) place to get seasoned lamber. Second
fcXreet between Central a
Superior Lamber and Mill Oo.'s plant.
Oofaex Avenue.

m

mm
Room

N

2

T. Armijo Bldg

TTKKnAV, 4TLY M,

10.

the encampment.

Before thn train

FRANK TROTTER BUYS
THE ENCAMPMENT WAS reached Chllders, Texas.' Private
Fe rolled
Uoe-b- rt

Hotels and Resorts

SUCCESSFUL,

For Information concerning any of th places
Utera-tuIn this column and (or deaorlptW
call at Tha Cltlsen of flea or writ to tha Advertising
Manager, . Alb;'nuerque Cltlsen. Albnquarqua, N. M.

dyr-Ikc- d

SAYS

r,

.
,

HAJOyUPPE

AONEW SANITARIUM, SAN OlftOO, CALIFORNIA

Handsomest and best equipped establishment of Its kind In the west, offer
at reasonable rates accommodations which are superior In every respect and
combine the comforts and luxuries of the home. San Diego la noted for Its
van climate the year around. Write for particulars or secure pamphlet at
The Cltlsen Office.

National Guards Enjoy Them,
selves and Learned Much
Future Plans lor Guards

The battalion of the New Mexico
National
guard arrived this morning
A well equipped medical
and surgical establishment Ilka BATTLE
about
:0 o'clock from their ten
CREEK SANITARIUM. Absolutely the only sanitarium in Southern
having a cool summer climate; every day delightfully sunny. OVER- days' encampment at San Antonio,
LOOKING SAN DIEGO BAT AND THE PACIFIC. Booklet at Cltlsen office Texas.
The battalion 1, ft ifen Anor by writing H. W. Lindsay, Manager. National City, Calif.
tonio about 4 o'clock Saturday, the
25th. and should have reached Albuquerque yesterday evening between 5
SAN DIEGO SEMINARY SAN DIEGO, CALIF.
A select School for Girls and Toung Women. Prepares for high grade and 6 o'clock. Company F of fvant'i
Colleges and Universities. Superior advantages In Voice, Music, Art, Elocu- Fe slopped here this morning from
tion, Languages, Athletics Swimming Gymnastics etc. A most superb home the time the special train bearing the
with attractive grounds. School opens Sept. ltth. Write for catalogue, Mrs, guard arrived until 7 o'clock this
morning. Company A from Lrfis Cru-c'
F. A. Woodln Bus. Mgr.
and Company L) from Silver City
today, but will
are lay.ng over he-rleave tonight for their respective stations.
Major B. Ruppe, who was In command of the New Mexlct) battalion. In
describing the trip and encampment,
JEMFHOT SPRINGS said:
"We left Albuquerque one hour
and forty minutes late, but the Santa
Fe train made excellent time and got
ORIGINAL
us into Amarlllo, ' Texas, on time,
where we changed to the Fort Worth
HOUSES
BATH
7 r
& Denver line, and it was this road
that was to blame for our being deStage line from Bernalillo
layed bo long in getting Into camp
to Jeruez Hot Springs in
Leon Springs.
at
one day. Stage leaves Ber"This camp la far superior to the
camp of two years ago at Austin. The
nalillo Tuesday A Saturday
mountains are devoid of scrub oak
and the water is very good, thus elim
inating the sickness of former en
TICKETS SOLD AT
campments. The health of the batW.
talion was better than ever before on
TRIMBLE'S
k. 3. OTERO, Pray.
account of the favorable location. The
greatest regret of the officers and the
men was the lack of bathing facili
AN IDEAL SOD1EK AND IIEALTU RESORT.
ties. This is recognized by the army
officers as well as those belonging to
'dene-on-the-Pec- os
the National guard. The water supply
Located among pine-cla- d
hills on the Pecos river, IH miles from Rowe was limited on account of the failure
station on the main line of the A. T. & 8. F. Good hunting and fishing of two new wells to produce water; In
makes this the most delightful resort In New Mexico. Wa meet trains Wed- one of them the drills were lost, and
nesday and Saturdays. Parties coming on days not stated kindly writ me. this left the camp with one well,
Kates $1.60 per day. $8.00 per week. Meals 60c. Transportation from station which demanded the strictest economy in the use of water.
$1.00.
Mrs. H. E. Bergmann. Rowe. N. M.
"The other officers of the New Mex
ico battalion and myself are unani
mous in our verdet that we have
never been better treated, nor asso
ciated with a more sociable eel of of
ficers than those met at this encamp
John S. Mitchell
A. C. Bilicke
LOS ANGELES
ment. From General Meyers down,
every regular officer seemed to be en
NEW furniture;
TWO NEW ELEVA TORS
deavoring to make it s comfortable
and agreeable for us as possible, and
NEW PLUMBINO
NEW
we all wish thut at future maneuvers
we may have the pleasure of meeting
Fifty Thousand Dollars Worth of Improvements made this season for
them.
Coiven.er ce, CcrLfort and Safety.
"The program, as laid out by Gen
ral Meyers,
avoided those long
New
marches which served to make former
.
Reand,
Railway.
Depots,
also Beach and Kcuntain
Electric-- Cars to
maneuvers objectionable to the Na
from
trona! guard and to the regulars. Our
sorts, stop it our ccor Tht HcUiafcxct Hotel Cafe Is More Popular 1 han Ever
work In the morning, after the camp
routine hud been finished, consisted
of two hours of battalion instructions
n the field under Colonel Jones, who
was specially detailed as Instructor
for the New Mexico battalion. In the
afternoon from 3 until 5 o'clock, and
YOU SHOULD PATRONIZE THE
ometlmes later, the battulion was In
strutted in skirmish work and march- ng formation, showing the nuccsd&ry
caulioa to be taken during actual
Murfare
The companies were pitted
Of New Mexico and Arizona
against each other in assaulting and
outpost
positions.
taking strong
It is a home industry.
work, sentry duty, cossack post and
scouting were also included in our
It keeps the money at home and makes it available to proprogram.
mote local enterprises.
"on Thursday morning,
first
expected.
was
year
than
It wrote more business the
n
at ti o'clock, the New Mexico
uas put on the first line of rc- It has paid all of its obligations.
r.istunce representing the Blue forces
It is an Old Line Legal Reserve Company.
against tile Browns. This was to in
It writes the standard policies established by the Laws of struct u.s how a small command can
liaiiusb and delay a large advancing
New York, the most exacting ver enacted.
column. We had to retreat owing to
over nelinlng forces on our front, we
J. H. O'Rielly,
Joshua S. Raynolds,
representing the rear guard and supJSec'y and Gtn. Mg;r.
President.
posed to protect our column from
The battalion was
outflanked.
complimented on its work, and on
Friday the work consisted only of National guard maneuvers in wliuli the
New Mexico and Louisiana battalions
fought against the Arkansas regiment.
These maneuvers were also held under instructions and umpires of the
PLUMBING, KEATING, GAS AND STEAMFITTING
regular army, and I believe I express
the sentiment not only of tiie New
Climax Garden Hose, guaranteed the most durable.
Mexico guard, but of those others who
were there, thut this last camp was
Latest things in Enamel Bathroom Fixtures. . . .
in its Instruction, und the
and men actually expressed
401 West
Ave. officers
regret that we were allowed but ten
days in camp. Formerly they were
anxious to get home. The ftar department undoubtedly recognizes that
men out of civil l fe cannot perform
the fame hard duties required from
one who makes soldiering his profession.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
"I have also to express my surprise
at the lack of infraction of discipline.
The nu n were well behaved on the
Lumtser, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkota Boating
train, and I feel satisfied that witn
six more armories being constructed
In New Mexico the
of
Alboqoerqoe, New Mtxict
First and Marquette
the National guard should be rapid
and the companies should contain
liothihK but the best citizens and men
who will look upon Joining the Na
tional guard as a privilege and a
credit.
"A. I'. Tarkington, adjutant general
of New
assisted by Col. K. C
Abbott, had charge of the train going
to and coming from the maneuvers.
These men are both popular officers
The
ths
makes
tal.phon.
and owing to their good management
Tha
Utm
your health, protonff
lj
the men were satisfied with their
duties llfhtar. ths cares 1ms
food, and being housed in tourist cars
and ths worries fewer.
they enjoyed their trip. Oapt. L.
had charge of the commissary
I
department and this was looked after
TOU NEED A TELEP HONE IN TOUR BOMB
in his usual business way.
"Th U. ,S. Artilery band, the Nineteenth U. S. Lnfaritry band and the
First Hcgiment band of Arkansas
I
isrwwwwwworitcsiisosn omcmomc)mrmcimomum.mamjm m furnished
the music, and even as late
as taps, while resting quietly In our
WOULD
BEST
AFFORDS.
THE
tents, we could hear the melodious
THORNTON THE CLEANER
"It gives me unbounded pltasur. to strains of "II Trovatore" and other
recommend Bucklen's Arnica ?alve." classical selections floating over the
says J. W. Jenkins, of Chapel Hill. N camp, pn Wednesday night the few
Mexico battalion was serenaded by
Cleans any and everything and doe C. "I am convinced It's the best salv
the world affords. It cur.d a felon on the officers and band of the Nineit right. The best In tha outhwert. my
thumb, and It never falls to heal teenth U. S. infantry."
All h. asks U a trial. Clothes cleaned,
repaired and pressed. Just oall up every sore, burn or wound to which I Major Rupp also told of an acciIt la applied, lie at all drug stores.
dent which happened on the way to
Works, 117 & Walter.
10.
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Headquarters for

REASONS WHY

Occidental Life Insurance Co.

bat-ta.io-

be-in- g

H. COX, The

.

Phone 1020

T!Jf

of Company F of 8anta
out of the window during his sleep
and it is miraculous that he was not
killed. The track Is very bad st this
point and the train was rocking so
bdly that the young man, being
small of stature, was thrown out of
the window before he could catch
Fortunately for him the
himself.
train was not moving very fat and
It stopped at a siding about half a
mile from the point of the accident.
and by running or limping as best he
could Goebel caught up with the
train. Aside from the fact that his
feet were quite badly torn from running barefooted and a few scratches
from the fall, Goebel was not badly
Injured.
This was the only accident that
occurred on the trip or during the
encampment.
"The road was In such abominable
condition," said Major Huppe, "that
Col. Abbott. Capt. llfcld and myse'f
sat up until 1 o'clock until we Khould
reach better track, which the con
ductor Informed u would he reached
when we got to Chllders. The track
was wet, and with the broken ties
the car wobbled so that only one ued
to sea voyages could keep a footl'.ig.
.Several times It became necessary for
u to brace ourselves, fearing that
every moment the cars would I'JH
down the embankment.
i while
"The men had two pay-d- .i
n the trip.
They were paid off by
the United States paymive- wh'lo at
Sun Antonio and on the train ieier- day thiy received their territorial py.
This, with the Increase in thu regular
pay, passed by the last Oonrev. wlt.i
the additional pay from the frrltjry,
gave the boys some spending nvirtj'
and at least shorting th.sm that buth
the government and tlv turrit ny Hie
willing to pay them for their ser
vices, even If it is only a small sum.
All of the companies of the Nation
al gtiaid are now starting Into rifle
practice with their new rifles, and
about tho 16th of August the rifle
team must be ready to go to camp at
Perry, Ohio, near tandusky. This as
sures thoso w ho are lucky enough to
make the required score another trip
at the expense of Uncle Sam.
The annual encampment will be
held next year at Las Vegas, on the
rifle ranee belonging to the guards.
The maneuver encampments are held
only every two years, but the boys
are already looking forward with
pleasure for tht time for It to come.
Under orders of Governor Curry
the battalion will be encamped here
during the Irrigation congress.
The personnel of the officers of the
New Mexico battalion is as follows:
Gen. A. P. Tarkington, Col. E. C. Abr,
bott, Major B. Ruppe, Capt. P. E.
Co. A; Lieut. W. R. Ames, Co.
A; Capt. Arthur Ball. Co. D; Lieut
J. H. Frost, Co. D; Capt. O. A. Burt-ne- r,
Co. G; Lieut. F. B. Forbe. Co. G;
Capt. H. E. McColough, Co. F; First
Lieut. V. Vlerra, Co. F; Second Lieut..
J. J. McMlllen, Co. F.; First Lieut-nR. Lane, batt. adjt.; Capt. 8. A,
Mllllgan, batt. surgeon; Capt. L.
Des-saue-

quartermaster.

Mexico

ar

A. Kkiiuicr,

QUICK CLEARANCE
OF OUT-DOOR

FURNITURE
THE

balance oi our stock of
Porch and Lawn Furniture Rockers, Chairs, Settees,
in Old Hickory, Arts and Crafts,
Hentwood and Willow, will be
sold this week at the Greatest
liargain Prices yet.
Furnish your porch and
high-grad-

Call and

See Our Line

ALBERT FABER

30S West

310 Centtal

OHzmcmomcmcmzmoscimososamcm

DR. CHAS. A. FRANK
Physician and Surgeon

HELD TO GRAND

ROOMS 4 AND 5 HARNETT 13L.DG.

JURY

Time In County Jail
Un lews IIiiIh'dn. Corpus Proceedings
Secure Their Freedom.
SK-iK-

attractive'y and comfort-

lawn

e
ably with
furniture
with prices less than usual prices
of inferior makes.

YOUNG OFFENDERS

They Will

I

l

Bound over under $500 bonds yes
terday by Judge McClellan on the
charge of having Induced Lena
Chaves, under 14 years of age, to go
to the Vendome hotel
with them
without the consent of her parents,
16,
Louis Bartone,
and Jose Trujillo,
14, are In the county Jill to await the
action of the grand Jury, which meets
in September, or the return of Judge
Ira A. Abbott, who Is at his home
at Haverhill, N. II., and Is not expected back until August 16. When
Judge Abbott returns,
J. Benson
by
Newell, who has been retained
Mrs. Trujillo, the widowed mother of
Trujillo, will bring habeas corpus
proceedings with hopes of giving the
boys their freedom.
Attorney Newell says that the complaint if defective, and, according to
the evidence produced at the preliminary hearing, there is scarcely no
case against his clients. Mrs.
who conducts the Vendome hotel, says that the children were nut
at the hotel on Friday night, the
time of the alleged crime, but wero
there on a night previous. The stories of the two boys are also confusing. Thry were together on a very
few points, one of them being that
the girl gave Bartone the money with
which to pay for the room. The girl
says that she did not have a dollar.
The Bartone boy, while having a record of many mischievous misdoings.
Is very bright, speaking and writing
five different languages.

Hours

.

9 to

1

1

2 to 5 P, M,

A. M.

7 to 8 P. M,

1079.

TELEPHONE
K2KXK)04K30400K)4Kar

50c

50c

FOR ONE MONTH
CLAIRVOYANT'-DeWI- tt
T.
The most eminent, accurate

50c
Courtney

ami reliable Trance Clairvoyant ta tbc
world 1ms permanently located In your cltj, and If you are In doabt or

He gives advice upon all affair of stf
liove, Law, Marriage, Blvoroe, Mining, Heal Ftate and change as all
kinds. One visit will convince you of the powers of this wonderful
man, and that you can obtain happiness, contentment and vuoceas
through following his advice. H0.1 u, Central
Hooins S and B
Hours, 9 to 11 a. m., 8 to 8 p. m. Phone Hi.

trouble call and see htm.

Av-ni- ie.

(

o,

aaaHIHIIHH!
Phone
No. 74.
Goods

Delivered

Peerless Iceland Freezer

run-dow-

"Makes the best grade of

Ice Cream

in the least amount

of time.".'

SIZES FROM 1 QUART
TO 12 QUARTS

REFRIGERATORS

r

Tongs,

Ice Picks, Ice Chisels,
Refrigerator Pans, Lemon Squeezers, Ice Cream Dishers, etc.,i etc.
Ice

New York Central Lines
TO

Boston and Return
Every
Thursday
Until September 24th Inclusive

nt

RAABE & M AUGER
ST.
N. FIRST

M5-U- 7

FREE! FREE!

tea suitable
We have a first-clafor Iced tea. To get you to try It we
will give you w'th the first pound,
free, your choice of a handsome decorated china cream pitcher or plate
or set of salt and rePPer8.
We are also making special efforts
to get your shoe trade. If you want
beat quality combiaed low price you
will find It here.
Oxford,
A beautiful ladles' $3.00

ST.

ss

$29.35

From Chicago
I VIA

3)

"LAKE SHORE"
OR

"MICHIGrVN CENTRAL"

From St, Louis

$33.10

VIA

Me-xio-

"BIGIFOUR ROUTE"
Good

nicest stocks of granlteware
prices.

CASH

ld

Correspondingly low fares to

Canada, Adirondack Mountains and St
Lawrence River

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

EDWIN TEARS, Colorado

1017 Seventeenth Street
WARREN

i

J.

LYNCH,

'

Denver, Colo.

Passenger Traffic Manager

at

fair

BUYERS' UNION
122 Nertb Ascent
WV. DOIJE. Prop.

SISTERS

Cnr'irr

Kcroiul arid Con.
$1.50
T da ImjiiiW

DAY SCHOOL

OF

CHARITY

Corner 6th St. and New Yoik

Ave

Fur Particulars, Address

Sister Sutkhior.
Kin Grande Valley

Ind

Co.

JOHN BORRADAILE
Heal Est
aJid IsfeniMsU
Connect I ten Is of City Realty
Office, Corner Tlilrd and Gold Arm,
Albuquerque, K. W
Phone Hi

409

Wtt Railroad 4 reuse

Don't Forget Tha

HOTTL UE'tveR
IW- -i

Passenger Agent

I

11.20.

Slippers at $1.25.
HuIjIps' 50c shoes and slippers, 29r,
Our shirtwaists are appreciated. We
h;ive g"t a nice selection and nearly
all sizes at 89o to IS. 00, regular $1 25

ACADEMY

For Voting Ladies and Misses.
In Charge of the

X

neat, dres?y ladles' 11.50 Oxford, T

to $5.00.
We also can show you one of the

for return 30 days

YINCENT

BOARDING AND

12.60.
A

rr

A

Store Now Oocuplwl by J.
Which lie W1U
tXcupy Soon.
Frank Trotter, the grocer, pur
chased the store building at 11 Went
Gold avenue, instead of leasing it, as
stated In The Citizen yesterday. The
price paid has not been given out, but
it Is supposed to have been between
17,601) and f 10,000.
J. A. Skinner,
who at present occupies the building
with a stock of groceries, says that
the property was offered to him some
time ago and that he had Intended
buying.
D. II. Boatrlght, who purchased the
property occupied by Trotter at lit
West Gold avenue, wants to move his
stock of dry goods from the corner of
Gold avenue and Second street to his
newly acquired property at 118 by
the first of the month at th. latest.
This compels Mr. Trotter to request
Skinner to find a new location within
thirty days.
Mr. Skinner had not decided on a
new location at noon today but had
several buildings In view.
S. V. Vann & Son, who leased the
property vacated by Boatrlght, which
Is in the shape of an L, with en
trances both on Second street and
Gold avenue, will build a partition
at the joint of the L. The Second
street room will be occupied by a
large stock of Jewelry, which th. com
pany will put In. The Gold avenue
room has been leased to M. W. Flour-no- y
and D. K. B. Sellers for a real
estate office.
uivlias

Cor-nett-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

Convenience - Comfort - Security

AVENUE PROPERTY

GOLD

Department of the Interior. TJ. 8
Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.,
July 8, 1908.
Notice Is hereby given that Robert
Thompson, of Casa Blanca, N. M.
who, on June 19th, 1901, n.ade Home
stead Application, No. 7144 (serial
number 0179), for NWIt NWH. 8
XW14 and NE"4 8W14. Section 14.
Township 8 N.. Range ( W., N. M P.
Meridian, baa filed notlc. of Intention
Proof, to
to make Final Five-yeestablish claim to the land above
T
n
Feel languid, weak,
described, before George H. Pradt,
Stomach "off?" JuHt a
U. S. Court Commissioner, at Laguna, Headache?
of lazy liver. Burdock
N. M., on the I4th day of August, plain case
Blood Bitters tones liver and stom1908.
Claimant names as witnesses: R. ach, promotes digestion, purifies the
G. Marmon, of Laguna. N. M.; Louis blood.
Kowunl, of Casa Blanca. N. M.; Oorl- Our shirt and collar work is perblo Kowunl, of Casa Blanca, N. IS
fect. Our DOMESTIC FINISH la
Levantonlo Sarrallno. of Paguate, the proper thing. We lead others
MANUEL R. OTERO.
N. M.
follow.
Register.
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO,

Plumber
Central

rrrm

9aqm

AIBUQUERQUi; CITIZEX.

ALBUQUERQUE

PLANING

MILL

In

TIIR OLDEST MILL. IN TILE CITY.
or
c:t; loupst rale.
W hen lit need of muih, door, frame,
month. Anu'rlcaD plan. Auoom 4
no. Screen work
specialty,
04
niiHlutions Up top. Come.
ttoatn First street. Telephone 411.

CHICAGO

every d
Out work Is HICIIT
pwtiueut. liubt Iuiulrj (.'.

It
ng,

YOU.
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what you pay for advertisibut what advertising . PAT
that makes It valuable. Oar

Is not

axe lowest fur equal service.
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TUFT'S SPEECH
(Continued from

ge Three.)

Of the Democratic platform upon this

ubject. It says:
"Quest .'in of judicial practice have
.risen especially In connection with
We deem that
Industrial dispute.
the parties to all Judicial proceeding
bould be treated with rigid impartiality, and that injunctions should
not be Issued In any canes in which
Injunctions would not Issue if no
dispute were involved."
The declaration is disingenlous. It
tecma to have been loosely drawn
with the purpose of rendering It susceptible to one interpretation by one
et of- men and to a diametrically opIt
posite interpretation by another.
does not aver that Injunctions should
not issue in industrial disputes, but
only that they should not issue because they are industrial disputes, and
yet those responsible for the declaration must have known that no one
ever maintained that the fact that a
disnute was Industrial nave anv basis
for Issuing an injunction in reference
thereto. The declaration seems to oe
drawn In Us present vague hiuI ambiguous shape to persuade some people
that it is a declaration against the
issue of Injunctions In any industrial
dispute; while at the same tlme it
may be possible to explain to the average plain citizen who objects to
cdans distinctlonx that no such intention exists. Our position is clear and
unequivocal. We are anxious to prevent even an appearance of favoritism
to any set of our fellow citizens, but
In the Interest of justice to all. The
reason for exercising or refusing to
exercise the power of injunction must
ic found in the character of the unlawful injury and not in the character or class of the persons who Inflict
the Injury.
THE MAN WHO HAS A BUSINESS
WHICH IS BEING UNLAWFULLY
INJURED IS ENTITLED TO THE
KEMEDIES WHICH THE LAW HAS
ALWAYS GIVEN HIM. NO MATTER
W HO HAS INFLICTED THE INJURIES.
WE SHALL
OTHERWISE
HAVE CLASS LEGISLATION UNJUST IN PRINCIPLE AND LIKELY
TO SAP THE FOUNDATIONS OF A
FREE GOVERNMENT.
Notice and Hearing Before
of
Injunction.
I come now to the question of notice before issuing an injunction. It
Is a fundamental rule of general jurisprudence that no man shall be affected by a Judicial proceeding without
notice and hearing. This rule, however, has some times had an exception In the Issuing of temporary restraining orders commanding a defendant In effect to maintain the
status quo until a hearing. Such a
process should issue only in rare cases
where the threatened change of the
status quo would inflict irreparable
injury If time were taken to give notice and a summary hearing. The
unlawful injury usual in industrial
disputes, such as I have described,
does not become formidable except
after sutCdent time in which to give
the defendant's notice and a hearing.
I do not mean to say that there may
not be cases even n industrial disputes where a restraining order might
notice, but
properly be Issued
generally I think t is otherwise. In
iso me state courts, and In fewer federal courts the practice of issuing a
temporary restraining order without
notice merely to preserve the status
quo on the theory that it won't hurt
anybody, has been too. common.
Many of us recall that the practice
Jias been pursued in other than industrial disputes, as for Instance in cor
porate and stock controversies like
those over the Erie railroad. In which
a stay order without notice waa re'
garde d as a step of great advantage
to the one who secured it and a cor
responding disadvantatge to the one
against whom, it was secured. Indeed
the chances of doing injustice on an
application are much In
creased over these when a hearing is
granted, and there may be circumstances under which It niay affect the
In the
defendant to his detriment.
case of a lawful strike the sending
restraining
of a formidable document
a number of defendants from doing a
great many different things which the
plaint ffs avers they are threatening
to do, often so discourages men always reluctant V go Into a strike
from continuing what is their lawful
right. This has made the laboring
man feel that an Injustice Is done in
the issuing of a writ without notice.
'i conceive that in the treatmentciti-of
this question it is the duty of the
zen and the legislator to view the
subject from the standpoint of the
man who believed himself to be unjustly treated, as well as from that
of the community at large. I have
suggested the remedy of returning in
such case to the original practice
under the old statute of the United
Mates and the rules in equity adopted by the supreme court, which did
not permit the issuing of an Injunction
without notice.
In th s respect the Republican convention lias adopted another remedy
that, without going so far. promises
to be efficacious In securing proper
consideration In such cases by courts,
by formulating into a legislative act
the oest present practice.
Under this recommendation a statute may be framed which shall define
and
with considerable particularity
emphasize the exceptional character
of the casea in which restraining orders may issue without notice, and
which shall also provide that when
they are issued they shall cease to
be operative beyond a short period,
during which time notke Bhall be
served and a hearing had, unless the
defendant dostrea a postponement of
the hearing. By this provision the
Injustice which has sometimes occurred by which a preliminary restraining order of widest application
has been issued without notice and
the hearing of the motion for the Injunction has been fixed weeks and
months after Its date, could not recur.
gtuafl Number of Case Furnishing
Ground for tVmiplalul lit Fed- crJ Court.
The number of Instances in which
restraining orders without notice in
Industrial disputes have issued by federal courts is small and It is urged

Iue

cx-nar- te

do not therefore constitute
an evil to be remedied by statutory

amendment.
The small number of
cases complained of, above, shows the
careful manner in which most federal
Judge have exercised the Jurisdiction,
but the belief that such cases are
numerous has been so widespread and
has aroused such feeling of injustice
that more definite specification In
procedure to prevent recurrence of
them Is Justified if It can be effected
without injury to the administration
of the law.

lrovlkn

No

Platform

In

as to Notice; tnily Recommend-a- t
Ion Trial by Jury.
With respect to notice, the Democratic platform contains no recommendation.
Its only intelligible declaration in regard to injunction suits
Is a reiteration of the plank In the
P'.ttforms of 1896 and 1104 providing
that in prosecutions for contempt in
federal courts, where the violation of
the order constituting the contempt
charged is indirect, that Is, outside of
the presence of the court, there shall
he a Jury trial.
Dangerous Attack on Power of Court.
This provision in the platform of
1S!S was regarded then as a most
diingcrous attack upon the power ot
the courts to enforce their or iers and
decrees, and It was one 3f ne chief
reasons for the defeat of t'.ie Democrats in that contest, as It iught to
have been. The extended oncrj.il jit of
such a provision to weaken the ; v trot the courts in the enforcement of
Its lawful orders can hardly be .

we must have a "more elastic and
adapts bio system to meet the require-

ments of agriculturalists, manufacturers, merchants and business men generally, must bo automatic In operation, recognizing the fluctuations in
Interest rates, m which every dollar
shall be as good as gold, and which
shall prevent rather than aid financial stringency to bring on a panic."
Postal Mitliitf Bunk ami lis

Advantage.

In addition to this, the Republican
platform recommends the adopt. on of
a postal savings system In which, of

course, the government would become
responsible to the depositors for the
payment of principal and interest. It
is thought that the government would
thus bring out of hoarding places
much money which may return into
wealth producing capital, and that It
will be a gra.t Incentive for thrift
In the many small places In the country having now no savings bank facilities which are reached by the post- oflice department.
It will bring to
every otie, however remote from financial centers, a place of perfect
safety for deposits, with Interest return. The bill now pending In Congress, which of course the Republican
convention had In mind, provides for
the investment of the money deposited in national banks in the very places
in which it is gathered, or as near
thereto as may be practicable. This
Is an answer to the criticism contained
in the Democratic platform that under the system the money gathered In
the country will be deposited in Wall
street banks. The system of postal
savings banks has been tried in so
Krtect of Jury Trlul
Under such a provision a recalc- many countries successfully that It
itrant witness who refuses to obey a cannot be regarded longer as a new
subpoena may insist on a Jury tiia." and untried experiment.
before the court can deter.n in thai Objection
to Democratic Promina!
he received the subpoena. A citizen
to 1 in force Instinuicc of Utuik
summoned as a Juror and refusing to
Deposits.
obey the writ when bro is'it i'itt
THE DEMOCRATIC
PLATFORM
court must be tried by anotner Jury RECOMMENDS A TAX UPON NAto determine whether he gi. the Mu- TIONAL BANKS AND UPON SUCH
nition. Such a provision applies not STATE HANKS AS MAY COME IN,
alone to Injunctions but to every or- IN THE NATURE OF ENFORCED
der which the court Issue? against INSURANCE TO RAISE A GUARpersons. A suit may be tr'ed In the ANTY FUND TO PAY THE DEPOScourt of first instance and carried ITORS OF ANY BANK WHICH
HOW STATE BANKS CAN
to the court of appeals and thence to FAILS.
the supreme court, and a judgment BE INCLUDED IN SUCH A SCHEME
UNDER THE CONSTITUTION IS
and decree entered and another
and then if the decree Involves the de- LEFT IN THE TWILIGHT ZONE
fendant's doing anything or not doing OF STATES' RIGHTS AND FEDERanything, and he disobeys it, the ALISM. St) FREQUENTLY DIMplalntlff who has pursued his rem- MING THE MEANING AND PURedies in lawful course for years, must, POSE OF THE PROMISES OF THE
to secure his rights, undergo the un- PLATFORM. IF THEY COME IN
certainties and the delays of a Jury UNDEK SUCH A SYSTEM. THEY
trial before he can enjoin that which MUST NECESSARILY BE BROUGHT
Is his right by the decision of the iVITHIN THE CLOSEST NATIONAL
highest court of the land. 1 say with- CONTROL, AND SO THEY MUST
out hesitation that such a change will REALLY CEASE TO BE STATE
greatly Impair the Indispensable pow HANKS AND BECOME NATIONAL
er and authority of courts. Securing BANKS. THE PROPOSITION IS TO
to the public the benefits of the new TAX THE HONEST AND PRUDENT
statutes enacted In the present ad BANKERS TO MAKE UP FOR THE
ministration, the ultimate instrumen- DISHONESTY AND IMPRUDENCE
tality to be resorted to is the courts OF OTHERS. NO ONE CAN FOREof tho United States.
If now their SEE THT BURDEN WHICH WOULD
BE IMPOSED UPON THE SOUND
authority is to be weakened in a manner never known In the history of the AND CONSERVATIVE BANKERS
Jurisprudence of England or Amer- OF THE COUNTRY BY THIS OBLIGATION
ica, except In the constitution of OkTO MAKE GOOD THE
lahoma, how can we expect that such LOSSES CAUSED BY THE RECKstatutes will have efficient enforce- LESS, SPECULATIVE AND DISHONment? Those who advocate this in- EST MEN WHO WOULD BE ENAtervention of a Jury In such cases BLED TO SECURE DEPOSITS UXr
seem to .suppose that this change In DER SUCH A SYSTEM ON THE
some way will inure to the benefit FACE OF THE PROPOSED INSURIN ITS PRESENT SHAPE.
of the poor workingman. As a matter ANCE.
of fact the person who will secure THE PROPOSAL WOULD REMOVE
AGAINST
chief advantage from It is the wealthy ALL
SAFEGUARDS
and unscrupulous defendant, able to RECKLESSNESS IN BA,NKING AND
employ astute and cunning counsel IN THE END PROBABLY THE
ONLY BENEFIT WOULD ACCRUE
and anxious to avoid Justice.
I have been willing In order to TO
THE
SPECULATOR,
WHO
avoid a popular but unfounded lm WOULD BE DELIGHTED TO ENpresslon that a Judge In punishing for TER THE BANKING BUSINESS
contempt of his own order may be WHEN IT WAS CERTAIN THAT
affected by personal feeling, to ap- HE COULD ENJOY ANY PROFIT
prove of a law which should enable THAT WOULD ACCRUE
WHILE
the contemnor upon his application to THE RISK WOULD HAVE TO BE
have another Judge sit to hear the ASSUMED BY HIS HONEST AND
charge of contempt, out this, with so
IN
FELLOW.
many judges as there are available In SHOUT. THE PROPOSAL IS IMthe federal court, wrmlri nrt tnnott. PRACTICABLE UNLESS IT IS TO
tute a delay 1n tile enforcement of BE ACCOMPANIED BY A COM.
the- process. The character and effi
PLETE
REVOLUTION IN OUR
ciency of the trial would be the same BANKING SYSTEM WITH A SUIt Is the nature and the delay of a PERVISION SO CLOSE AS PRACTIJury trial In such cases that those who CALLY TO CREATE A GOVERNwould wish to defy the order of the MENT BANK.
IF THE PROPOSAL
court would rely upon as a reason for WERE ADOPTED EXACTLY
A3
doing so.
THE DEMOCRATIC
PLATFORM
Maiiilcnaiicn of Full Power of Courts SUGGESTS. IT WOULD BRING THtf
WHOLE BANKING SYSTEM OF
NwcKsury to Avoid Anarchy.
The administration of Justice lies at THE COUNTRY TJOWN IN RUIN.
the foundation of government.
The THE PROPOSAL IS IN ITSELF AN
maintenance of the authority of the EXCELLENT ILLUSTRATION OF
courts is essential unless we are pre THE FITNESS FOR NATIONAL
pared to embracer anarchy. Never In CONTROL OF A PARTY WHICH
ITSELF
TO A
the history of the country has there WILL COMMIT
been such an insidious attack upon SCHEME OF THIS KIND WITHOUT
A
SENSE OF RESPONSIBILITY AS
the judicial system as the proposal to
interject a Jury trial between all or- TO ITS PRACTICAL OPERATION.
ders of the court made after full Postal Suvinirs thinks Slucli to He
hearing and the enforcement of such
1 "referred.
orders.
The Democratic party announces Its
adhesion to this plan, and only recThe Currency System.
The late panic disclosed a lack of ommends the tried system of postal
elasticity in our financial system. This savings banks as an alternative if
has been provisionally met by an act the new experimental panacea Is not
by the present Congress permitting available. The Republican party pretne issue of additional emergency fers the postal savings bank as one
bank notes, and Insuring their with- tried, safe, and known to be effective,
drawal when the emergency has pass- and as reaching many more people
ed by a rate of taxation. It Is drawn now without banking facilities than
any other system.
. n
In COnformltV t&'lt).
of bank note currency but varies from
Voluntary J'Uiit for Guaranty.
A plan for guaranty of deposits by
it in certain respecU by authorizing
tne use of commercial paper and voluntary act of banks Involved has
bonds of good security, as well as' be. n favorably reported to the House
United State bonds, as security for Its of KeprcHc ntHtlves. This is of course
redemption.
It is expressly but a entirely different from the scheme In
temporary measure and contains a! the Democratic platform, omitting as
provision for the appointment of a It does features of compulsory particicurrency commission to devise and pation and government guaranty. Thi4
recommend a new and reformed sys-- 1 proposition will unquestionably
retem of currency. This inadequacy of ceive thoughtful consideration by the
our present currency system, due to national monetary commission.
changed conditions and enormom ex- Republican IMIicic as
.to
pansion, is generally recognized. The
meles.
Republican platform well states that
The Republican party has pursued
-

ver-state- d.
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And many other painful and
distressing ailments from
which most mothers suffer,
can De avoided by using
Mother's Friend. This remedy is a
d
to expectant nifllhl'rc rdrnfinn tliAm
through the critical ordeal with safety.
No woman who uses
Mother's Friend need fear the suffering incident to birth; for it robs
the ordeal of its dread and insures safety to life of mother and child,
caving ner in a condition
more favorable to speedy recovery. The child is also
healthy, strong and good
"
,,-- nam! cu.
God-sen-
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true by writing to
&RADF1LD REGULATOR CO.
Atlanta. Ga.
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consistently
or.ginally
the policy
adopted with respect to the dependenm
cies nucn came io us as iiie it iu.t of
me .i.an.h war.
"o UMUi i, p'rosperlty of Porto
lUiu auu i.ac il"(UM Ul its In.luol- laius lutvaiu
.i' i cuiKiiiious .a
to coniloii oi living and education should inaKe every American
proud that tn.s nation has been an
ii
ctncient instrument in bringing
10 a minion people.
in Cuba the provisional government
established in order to prevent a
bloouy revolution lias so adinmalured
atlaus and initialed necessary laws
as to niaite It possible to turn back
the. island to tliu luwtuliy elected officers of the republic In February next.
In tne Philippines the exper.ment
of a national assembly has Justified
liseir, both as an assistance In the
government of the islands and as an
education in trie practice of
to the. people of the islands.
We have established a government
with effective and honost elective departments, and a clean and fearless
administration of Justice; we have
created and are maintaining a comprehensive school system which is
educating the youth of the islands in
English and in industrial brancues;
we have constructed great government
public works, roads and harbors; we
have Induced the pr.vate construction
of eight hundred miles of railroad; we
have policed the Islands so that their
condition as to law and order la better now than it ever has been in their
history. It is quite unlikely that the
people, because of the dense Ignorance of ninety per cent will beready
for complete
and Independence before two generations
have passed, but the policy oX increasing partial
step by
step as the people shall show themselves lit for Ut should be continued.
InKwitlon of Democratic 1'lutroriu
Menus t'luiow.
Tho propos.tion of the Democratic
platform is to turn over the islands
as soon as a stable government is
established. The proposal then Is in
effect to turn them over at once. Such
action will lead to ultimate chaos In
the Islands and the progress among
the Ignorant masses In education and
better living will stop. We are engaged In the Philippines in a great
missionary work that does our nation
honor, and is certain to promote in
a most effective way the influence of
Chr.stlati civilization. It Is cowardly
to lay down the burden until our purpose is achieved.
Hope or Irospeiity In CImhikc in
Turilf Itocoiimicudod by
Platform.
Many unfortunate
circumstances
beyond human control have delayed
the coming of business prosperity to
the islands. Much may be done in
this regard by increasing the trade between the islands and the United
States, under tarifr laws permitting
reciprocal free trade In the respective
products of the two countries with
such limitations as to sugar and tobacco imported in the United State
as will protect domestic Interests. The
admission of 350,000 tons of sugar
from the Philippine islands in a foreign Importation of 1,600,000 tons will
have no effect whatever upon the
domestic sugar Interests of the United
States, and yet such an importation
from the Philippine islands, not likely to be reached in ten years, will
bring about the normal state of prosperity in those islands in reference to
sugar culture.
The same thing Is true of a similar
limitation on the importation of tobacco.
It is not well for the Philippines to develop the sugar industry
to such a point that the business of
the islands shall be absorbed in it, because It makes a society in which
there are wealthy land owners, holding very large estates, with valuable
and expensive plants, and a large
population of unskilled labor. In such
a community there is no farming or
middle class tending to build a conservative,'
community,
capable of
There
are many other products, notably that
of Manila hemp, to which the energy
of the Islands can be and Is being
directed, the cultivation of which develops the class of small and Intelligent farmers.
as to "Annual font of
ct

hap-p.nca-

Philippine.

One misconception of fact with respect to our Philippine policy Is that
it Is costing the people of the United
States a vast annual sum. The expenses of the war In the Philippines
from 1SUS to li02 involved the government In an expenditure of less
than $175,000,000. This was Incident
to war. The fact is that since tho close
of the war in 102 and the restoration of order in the island, the extra
cost of American troops of the regular army In the Islands together with
that of maintaining about 4,000 Philippine scouts as a part of the regular army, does not exceed $6,000,000
annually. This is all the expense to
which the United States has been put
for five or six years last past. The
expenses of the civil governments in
the Islands since Its establishment
have been met entirely from the proceeds of taxes collected In the Islands,
with but one notably generous and
commendable exception, when Congress of the United States appropr-ate$3,000,001) ln 1902 to relieve the
inhabitants of the islands from tha
dangers of famine and distress caused
by the death from rinderpest
of
three-fourtof the cattle of the islands.
Veteran of t Country's Wars.
Both platforms declare, as they
should, In favor of generous pensions
for the veterans of the Civil and
Spanish wars. I stop to note the presence here of a body of veterans of
Ohio and to express my thanks for
tho honor they do me In coming. I
am lacking In one qualification of a't
Republican presidents since Lincoln,
that of having been exposed to dan-ge- r
and death on the field of battle
in defense of uor country.
I hope
that this lack will not make the vet
erans think I am any less deeply
thrilled by the memory
of their
great comrades gone before Oran,
Hayes, Garfield, Harrison and Me.
Klnley, all sons of Ohio, who left reo-orreflecting glory upon their stat
and nation or that my sympathies with
the valor and courage and patriotism
of those who taced death in the coun-irty- 'a
crises are any less earnest nj
sincere than they would be had I the
right to wear a button of the CJre.nl
Army or of the Veterans' association
d

of any of our

I
country's wars.
elected as treasurer of the RepubliThe Itigtits and Pnigrrm of the I can national committee
who was
Negro.
treasurer . of the Republican Slate
THE REPUBLICAN PLATFORM committee when Governor Hughes
REFERS
TO
AMEND- -' was elected in New York and
THOSE
MENTS
TO THE CONSTITUTION made a complete statement within
THAT WERE PASSED BY THE RE- twenty days arter the election, as rePUBLICAN PARTY FOR THE PRO- quired by the New York law, of the
TECTION OF THE NEGRO. THE contribution received by him and the
NEORO, IN THE FORTY YEAR8 expenditures made by him or under
SINCE HE WAS FREED FROM his authority In connection with that
SLAVERY, HAS MADE REMARKelection. His residence and the disABLE PROGRESS. HE IS BECOM-- 1 charge of his duties in the state of
INO MORE AND MORE A VALUANew York subject him to the law of
BLE MEMBER OF THE COMMUN'l that state as to all receipts of the
IT1ES IN WHICH HE LIVES. THE treasury of the national committee
EDUCATION
OF THE NEORO IS from whatever source, and as to all
BEING EXPANDED AND 1MPROV-- ! its disbursements. His returns will be
ED IN EVERY WAY. THE BEST under the obligations and penalties of
MEN OF BOTH RACES, WITH THE the law, and a misstatement by him
NORTH AS WELL AS AT THE or the filing of a false account wiU
SOUTH, OUGHT TO REJOICE TO subject him to prosecution for perSEE GROWING UP AMONG THE jury and violation of the statute. Of
SOUTHERN PEOPLE AN INFLUEN- - course, under the federal law, he is
T1AL
ELEMENT DISPOSED TO not permitted to receive any contribuENCOURAGE THE NEGRO IN HIS! tions from corporations.
HARD STRUGGLE FOR INDUSTRIIf I am elected president, I shall
AL INDEPENDENCE AND ASSUR- urge upon Congress, with every hope
ED POLITICAL STATUS. THE RE- of success, that a law be passed rePUBLICAN PLATFORM, ADOPTED quiring a filing ln a federal office of
AT CHICAGO,
EXPLICITLY DE- a statement of contributions filed by
MANDS JUSTICE FOR ALL MEN committees and candidates in elecWITHOUT REGARD TO RACE ORj tions for members of Congress, and
COLOR, AND JUST AS EXPLICITLY in such other elections as are constiDECLARES FOR THE ENFORCEtutionally within the control of Congress.
MENT AND WITHOUT RESERVAMeantime the Republican
TION. IN LETTER AND IN SPIRIT party, by the selection of a New York
OF THE 1STH, 14TH AND 15TH treasurer, has subjected all its reAMENDMENTS TO THE CONSTI- ceipts ami expenditures to the comTUTION. IT IS NEEDLESS TO pulsory obligation of such a law.
STATE THAT I STAND WITH MY
Income Tax.
SQUARELY
ON
PARTY
THAT
The Democratic platform demands
PLANK IN THE PLATFORM AND two constitutional amendments, one
BELIEVE THAT EQUAL JUSTICE providing for an Income tax, and the
TO ALL MEN. AND THE FAIR other for the election of senators by
AND IMPARTIAL ENFORCEMENT the people.
an
In my Judgment,
OF THESE AMENDMENTS IS IN amendment to the constitution for an
THE
REAL income tax is not necesssry. I beWITH
KEEPING
AMERICAN SPIRIT OF FAIR PLAY. lieve that an income tajt. when the
Army and Navy.
protective system of customs and the
Mr. McKinlcy and Mr. Roosevelt Internal revenue tax shall l ot furnish
and the Republican party have con- Income
enough for go'ernmental
stantly advocated a policy with re- needs, can and should t
devised
spect to the army and navy that will which under the decisions of the sukeep this republic ready at all times' preme court will conform to the conto defend her territory and her doc- stitution.
trines, and to assure her appropriate
Klectlou of Scuittf a.
part In promoting permanent tranquilWith respect to the elect on of senI welcomo
lity among the nations.
ators by the people, person ally I am
from whatever motive the change in Inclined to
favor it, but it is hardly
the Democratic attitude toward the a party question.
A resolution in its
maintenance and support of an ade- favor has passed a Republican
quate navy, and hope that ln the next of Representatives several timesHouse
and
platform the silence of the present has been rejected In a Republican
platform In respect to the army will Senate by the votes of senators from
be changed to an acquiescence in Its both parties.
It has been approv;d
maintenance to the point of efficiency by the legislatures
of man; RepubliIn connection with the efficiently
can states.
in a number of statoa
militia and the national both Democratic
Republican,
volunteers, for the proper defense of substantially such a and
system now prethe country In times of war, and the vail.
ln times of
discharge of those-dutipeace for which the army as at pres- Iiiucctirucy and Insincerity of Democratic Clinch's of KxtravuguJice
ent constituted has shown itself so adla liicrci.-i- c or Ol'lices and
mirably adapted In the Philippines, in
San Francisco, in Cuba and elsewhere.
OUR
OPPONENTS DENOUNCE
We are a world power and cannot
help It, and although at peace with THE REPUBLICAN PARTY FOR
THE NUMBER OF
the world and secure ln the conscious- - INCREASING
ness ihat, the American people do not OFFICES 23.000 AT A COST OF
desire and will not provoke a war SIXTEEN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
THE LAST YEAR. SUCH
with any other country, we must be DURING
prudent and not be lulled tnto a sensj DENUNCIATION IS CHARACTEROF
THE
DEMOCRATIC
of security which would possibly ex- - ISTIC
IT FAILS TO SPECIpose us to national humiliation. Our PLATFORM.
best course, therefore, Is to Insist on FY IX ANY. WAY WHAT THE INARE AND LEAVES THE
a constant Improvement in our navy
THAT THE INCREASE
and Its maintenance at the highest' FERENCE
WAS RESISTED BY THE REPREpoint of efficiency.
SENTATIVES OF DEMOCRACY IN
Protection of Citizens. Abroad.
CONGRESS. AS A MATTER OF
The position which our country has FACT, THE NET
NUMBER OF OFwon under Republican administrations
FICES
WAS
JUST
before the world should Inure to the ABOUT INCREASED
THE NUMBER
benefit of every one, even the hum- STATED; HALF
THE
WAS
blest of those entitled to look to the DUE CHIEFLY TOINCREASE
THE ENLARGEAmerican flag for protection, without, MENT OF THE NAVY,
THE CONregard to race, creed or color, and STRUCTION OF THE PANAMA
CAwhether he Is a citizen of the United NAL, THE EXTENSION OF THE
States or of any of our dependencies. RURAL FREE DELIVERY AND TO
In some countries ln which we are on .' THE NEW
OFFICES NECESSARY
friendly terms distinctions are made IN THE ENFORCEMENT
OF THE
in respect to the treatment of our cit- PURE FOOD, MEAT INSPECTION,
and having RAILROAD RATE REGULATION,
izens traveling abroad
passports of our executive, based on ARID LAND RECLAMATION. FORconsiderations that are repugnant to EST PRESERVATION
AND OTHKR
the principles of our government and MEASURES
CONGRUSS
WHICH
civilization. The Republican party; PASSED WITH
ALMOST UNANI
and administration w ill continue to MOUS POPULAR APPROVAL. THE
1
make every proper endeavor to
PLATFORM. SO FAR
cure the abolition of distinctions DEMOCRATIC
FROM ATTACKING
ANY OF TMIS
which In our eyes are both needless LEGISLATION, SPECIFICALLY
A
and opprobrious.
.MUCH AND CONDEMNS
Immigration.
NONE tF IT. AND IT IS, OF
In the matter of the limitation upon C O U R S E
DISINGENUOUS
To
Asiatic immigration, referred to in the CLAIM CREDIT FOR APPROVING
Democratic platform, it is sufficient LEGISLATION
TO
NECESSARY
to say that the present Republican GIVE IT EFFECT AND YET TO
administration has shown Itself a bin DENOUNCE THE EXPENDITURE
by diplomatic negotiation and without
Charge of Deficit.
unnecessary friction with
Again it charges that a deficit of
Ing governments to minimize th.- evi's' sixty
millions of dollars between the
suggested and a subsequent Hepi'ili- - receipts
and expenditures during the
can administration may be m.uud fiscal year
ending June 30, 1908, ocupon to continue the sme policy.
As explained by the secre' curred.
OHiNcrvultoii of Nulurnl ItCHOiirccs.
tary of the treasury, at least half of
The conservation of national re- -' tills deficit is only an apparent one.
sources is a subject to which tho pres The failing off ln receipts was, of
ent admilnst ration has given especial course, occai-iniieby the unusual
attention. The necessity for a com- panic, but there is ample free money
prehensive and system .tic Improve- ln the treasury to meet the difference
ment of our waterways, the preservaand Hi.- difference Jtself Is not half
tion of our soil, an I if our forenU, of t properly a deficit, because in
securing
the
from private appropria- volved in It was the retirement of
tion the power in navigable streams, some thirty-thre- e
millions of the
the retention of the undisposed coat bonds of the government. During the
lands of the government frotn aliena- past seven years the Income and extion, all wi'l properly claim frjm the penditures of the government have
next admin'; trtatlon earnest attention been marly equal,
some years showand appropriate legislation.
ing a surplus, and others, fewer in
National Health Hurcuu.
number, a deficit. Taking one year
I have long been of the opinion that with another, including this spring,
the various agencies of the national there has been an average surplus.
government established for the pre- The surplus last year, for Instance,
servation of the national health, scat- was greater than the deficit this year,
tered through several departments. so that In fact under the present adshould be rendered more efficient by ministration there has been no deficit
uniting them ln a bureau of the gov- but a surplus which Is actually ln the
ernment under a competent head, and treasury.
that I understand to be. in effect, the
The Democratic platform nowhere
recommendation of both parties.
points out the expenditures which
Publicity of uiiimiIku Contributions might be reduced or avoided. It
would be found generally that to the
and i:emlitiirc8.
Another plank of the Democratlo Increases which have occurred Demoii
Congress
platform refers to the failure of the cratic representatives
Republican convention to expteos an made no opposition, but rather supopinion in favor of the publicity of ported the measures providing them;
contributions received and expendi- and now the party has not the courtures made In elections. Here again age to Indicate what part of governwe contrast our opponents' promises ment cost it would end. It Joins the
with our ewn acts. Great Improve- Republican party specifically In apment has taken place under Republi- proving the outlay of $150,000,000 as
can auspices ln respect to the collec- pemions. It expressly favors also the
tion and expenditure of money for cost of greatly Increased river and
this purpose. The o'.d and pernicious harbor Improvements,
the cost of
system of levying a tax on the salar- doubling the navy and of many other
enterprises
to which it urges the govies of government employes in order
to pay the expenses of the party In ernment. Its attack therefore
has
control of the administration has been nothing ln It either of fairness or sincerity.
abolished by statute. By a law passed
by the Republican Congress in 1907 Iligli C'lutracler and l iflicicncy of Adcontribution from corporations to inministration.
fluence or pay the expenses connected
THE TRUTH IS THAT IT 13
with the election of presidential elect- KNOWN OF ALL
ors or of members of Congress is for- MEN THAT THERE NEVER HAS
bidden under penalty.
BEEN AN ADMINISTRATION IN
A resident of New York has been! THE GOVERNMENT MORE EFFI
n-h-
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FAIR-MINDE-

CIENTLY
CONDUCTED,
MORES
FREE FROM SCANDAL AND IN
WHICH. THE STANDARD OF OFFICIAL DUTY HAS BEEN 8ET
HIGHER THAN IN THE PRESENT
REPUBLICAN
ADMINISTRATION
WHICH THE DEMOCRATIC PLATFORM HAS THUS DENOUNCED. IT
HAS HAD TO MEET THE PROBLEMS ARISING FROM THE ENORMOUS EXPANSION OF GOVERNMENT FUNCTIONS UNDER NEW
LEGISLATIVE
AS
MEASURES
WELL AS IN THE NEW DEPENDENCIES AND IN THE GREATEST
CONSTRUCTIVE WORK OF MODERN TIMES, THE PANAMA CANAL,
AND ITS MEMBERS MAT WELL
FEEL A JUST PRIDE IN THE EXCEPTIONAL RECORD FOR EFFIeconomy,
CIENCY,
honesty
AND FIDELITY WHICH IT HAS
MADE. WE MAY RELY UPON OUR
RECORD IN THIS REGARD IN AN
APPEAL TO THB AMERICAN PEOPLE FOR THEIR APPROVAL.
The foreign policy of this country
under the present administration has,
greatly contributed to the peace of
the world. The Important part the administration took ln bringing about
an end of the Russian-Japanes- e
war
by a treaty honorable to both parlies
and the prevention of wars in Central America and Cuba are striking
Instances of this. The arbitration
treaties signed with all the important
nations of the world mark a great
step forward ln the development of
the usefulness of The Hague tribunal.
The visit of Secretary Root to South
America emphasized our friendship
for our sister republics which are
making such stride
ln the South,
hemisphere and met with a most cordial and gratifying response from our
Latin American colleagues. The assistance which we are renriAi-lmin
Santo Domingo to enable that govern- mens so meet its obligations and
avoid anarchy is another instance of
successful work of this administration
in helping our neighbors.
This administration has, by the
promptness, skill and energy of iU
negotiations secured dominion in the
canal eone of the Isthmus of Panama,-withowhich the construction of the
canal would have been Impossible; it
has subdued the heretofore Insurmountable obstacle of disease and
made the place of work healthy. It
has created such an organizatloa
that in six years, certainly, and probably in less, the Atlantic and Pacific
will be united, to the everlasting benefit of the world's commerce and the
effectiveness
of our navy will be
doubled.
THE MERE STATEMENT OF
THE THINGS ACTUALLY DONE BY
THIS" ADMINISTRATION AT HOME,
IN OUR DEPENDENCIES, AND IN
FOREIGN AFFAIRS,
SHOW'S
A
MARVEL OF SUCCESSFUL ACCOMPLISHMENT, AND IF EVER A
PARTY HAS ENTITLED ITSELF TO
THE APPROVAL OF ITS WORKS
BY A RENEWED MANDATE OF
POWER
FROM
THE PEOPLE
WHOM IT SERVED. IT IS THE REPUBLICAN PARTY, IN THE PRESENT CAMPAIGN.
The only respect in which nothing
has been done is in the development
of our foreign marine. As long as we
upheld the system of protection for
our home Industries we must recognize that it is inapplicable to assist
those of our citizens engaged in the
foreign shipping business, because
there is no feasible means of excluding foreign competition, and that tha
only other method of building up such
a business is by direct aid ln the form
of a mall subsidy. I am ln favor of
the bill considered in the last Congress as a tentative step. The establishment of direct steamship lines between our Atlantic ports and rtouth
America would certainly do much to
develop a trade that might be made
far greater. On the Pacific, the
whole shipping trade threatens to
pass into the control of Japan. Something ought to be done and the bill
which failed was a step ln the right
direction.
Independent Democrats.
The Democratic party under Its
present leadership In previous campaigns has manifested a willingness to
embrace any doctrine which would
win votes, with little sense of responsibility for its practical operation. In
us striving lor success It has ignored
the business prosperity of the country, has departed from sound economic and governmental
principles,
and has reversed its own traditional
views of constitutional
construction.
Patriotic members of the party have
refused to be controlled by party ties
and have either refrained from voting
or have supported the Republican-candidate- .
May we not appeal to
these courageous and Independent citizens again to give us their support
In this campaign, because the reasons
for their breaking' the bonds of party
are stronger today than ever before.
t
Length of
Mado NcccMSury by
Numerous Iwues.
I have now reviewed
at great
length the principles at issue between
the two parties. When I began the
preparation of this speech I hoped to
make it much briefer than It is, but
I found on an examination of the
platform and on a consideration of
the many measures passed during the
present administration and the Issues
arising out of them, that It was Impossible to deal with the subjects
comprehensively with proper explanation and qualification In a short discussion. This Is my exptise.
Difference Between Parties I Topper-ll- y
With Republican huoocui
lluslncH DiswHtcr Willi
Democratic Victory.
I have pointed out that the attitude
of the Republican party with reference to evils which have crept In, due
to the enormous material expansion
of this country, is to continue the
Roosevelt policies of progress and
regulation, while the attitude of the
Democratic party under it present
leadership la the change for the sake
of change to the pumi of irresponsible destruction, end that there is no
hope whatever of a restoration of
prosperity in returning It to power.
As said In our platform, we Republicans go before the country asking
the support, not only of those who
have acted with us heretofore, but of
all our fellow citizens who, regardless
of past political differences, unhe ln
the desire to maintain the policies,
perpetuate the blessings and make secure the achievements of a greater
America.
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American lcague.
Won. Lost. P.C.
Detroit
St. Louis
Chicago
Cleveland
Philadelphia

6

63
61

34
37

39

.622
.689
.667
.623
.600
.461
.379
.366

mHHiimmniimn
MONEY to LOAN Davis&Zearing

WANTED

FOR RENT

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS

Ladles to can and see ear
FOR RENT Saddle ponies. Arch F. WANTED
42
...'.4
new styles In millinery at reduced
Wilson, 401 S. Edith. Tel. 1694.
43
43
prices. Crane Millinery and Dress41
48
Huston
FOR RENT Large, cool,, furnished
making Co., corner Fifth and Cen- On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
33
64
Washington
The Complete
rooms, 612 N. Second St
tral avenue. Ladles' tailoring and Wagons and other Chattels, also on
32
68
New York
FOR RENT Nice, large furnrlshed
dressmaking.
Apprentices wanted. SALARIES AND WAREHOSE RErooms. 209 S. Broadway.
WANTED Anthracite coal miners at CEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
National lengti
Loans are quickly made and
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
Madrid, New Mexico. Mines work- 1200.
Won. Lost. P.C.
20S W.OoldAv.
use of bath, central. 410 Bast Cening full time. Apply to James strictly private.
Time: One month
Plttshurg
54
35
.607
to one year given.
tral avenue.
Goods remain In
Have the finest thing in the oven
Lamb, superintendent,
Chicago
36
50
.681
line for a pas or gasoline stove.
Our rates are reas4 room furnished cot
WANTEDFor U. S" Army: Able your possession.
New York
87 , .675 FOR RENT
60
Call and let us show them to you.
onable. Call and see ua before bor117 Atlantle
shops.
tage,
to
bodied
men
close
unmarried
between
38
Philadelphia
44
.637
ages of It and 16; cltliena of rowing.
premises.
on
Apply
avenue.
46
44
.511
Cincinnati
PRICE $2.25
United States, of good character . . THE IIOCSIIOVLD liOAX CO. . .
47
40
.460 FOR RENT Large cool rooms for
Boston
Steamship tickets to and from all
temperate
habits,
and
who
reasonable.
can
housekeeping.
Rent
32
.378
63
Brooklyn
parts of the world.
speak, read and write English. For
Call at rear. 624 W. Central Ave.
56
.348
30
St. Louis
Rooms, 3 and 4, Orant Bldg.
Information apply to Recruiting Of.
303 H West Railroad Ave.
fleer, 108 E. Central Ave., AlbuFOR SALE
0OCX3OOCXXX30CX3CXJULXXXXXXXJ
Wctticm l.cuguc.
PRIVATE OFFICES
querque, N. M.
FOR RENT 23 room roomWon. Lost. P.C.
Evenings.
Open
ing house, new and modern;
Family pony, harness. WANTED To purchase a Jersey milk
64
88
.687 FOR SALE
Sioux City
cow; must be gentle,
will he ready about Sept. 1,
.
sound and
buggy and raddle. 1009 So. Arno.
38
53
.582
Omaha
good for milk and butter.
FOR RENT 3 store rooms,
State
50
.543 FOR SALE Cheap, 6 Navajo blank
42
Lincoln
price, when fresh or will be, and
else SSxBO ft.; good location.
Denver
ets. Call 1507 S. 2nd St,
....50 48 .510
age.
FOR SALE Rooming house,
Address S. D. Allen, Cubero, AQENTS WANTED To sell guaran39
65
.415 FOR SALE: One horse trap, cheap
Pueblo
N. M.
J8 rooms, doing good business;
60c;
safety
big
prize
33
teed
.363
68
Des Moines
raior;
Apply 305 Santa Fe.
centrally located; reasons for
WANTED The Royal Highlanders
profits; every man who shaves buys
selling.
FOR SALE 6 room brick, large lot.
are
one.
Supply
1017
the
Co.,
Standard
sails
"staunchest
craft
that
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
Highlands, 31700. Elder, 9 Armljo
FOR SALE Modern 8 room
at., Cincinnati. Ohio.
Jthe fraternal seas" the "Great ReWhitman
'
Bldg.
residence, brick, good location,
serve Fund society." These are
American League.
A genu, either aex, earn
on terms or cash; $4,000.
times when conservative people are WANTED
R. II. E. FOR SALE Household goods of ev
At St. Louis
160 to 1100 per week selling
Get a Travelers' Accident and
ery description cheap. 100 South
buying fraternal Insurance, We need
1
6 10
SI. Loui
embroidered pongee allk
Health Policy. Money to Loan.
Broadway.
1
several more men In New Mexico;
0 2
Washington
patterns,
patterns, dresa
walat
M. L. 8CHTJTT.
will pay excellent salary and libBatteries: Powell and Stephens; FOR SALE: 4 rooms, closet, pantry.
drawn work waists. National ImSIO South Second Street.
city water, porches acreened, 11050.
eral commissions to those who are
Hughes, Burns and Warner.
porting Co., Desk D, (91 Broadway.
tXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJO
capable. Need one married man
Easy payments like rent. Elder,
New Tork.
R. II. E.
9 Armljo Bldg.
At Chicago
whose wife can assist him. Write,
3
1
0 FOR
Chicago
giving details. E. W. Pearce, State AGENTS wanted for the most rapid
SALE Best transient and
2
1
9
Philadelphia
ea
selling household necessity
Dept., 609 S. High., Albuquerque.
rooming house in the city. Inquire
Batteries: White, F. Smith and
earth. Every wotaan buys one on MORE BARGAINS IN RANCHES.
Box 44.
LE
SALESMEN
Weaver; Vlckers and Schreck.
sight. Send 10 centa for aampla
FOR-SAgaeollne
One inverted
and full Information to Sales Manpower, and
Capable
WANTED
cov
lamp,
600
candle
to
salesman
Fifteen acres) of very good land
ager, 111 Brlnckerhoof Ave . Utlca,
At Detroit
R. H. E.
Vi
er
118
New
new.
practically
Mexico
tank,
atapla
line.
with
7
Irrigation, four miles sjortb
4
2
under
Detroit
New
Tork.
High
commissions,
3100
South Second St.
with
,
8
2
3
New York
town,
of
well fenced with barbed
posimonthly
89
daya
HONEST
advance.
AGENTS
credit.
Permanent
driving
Batteries: Wlllett and Schmidt; FOR SALE Fine buckskin cheap.
New circular ready. Soaps selling
tion to right man. Jess H. Smith
wire and cedar posts; 1750.00
horse, buggy and harness
Hokk, Chesbro, Manning and Kleinow.
Co.. Detroit. Mich.
better than aver. W.ite. Parker cash.
MS South Edith.
WAN'-fEChemical Co., Chicago.
Live, energetic men
tor
R. II. E. FOR SALE Crabapples at Foraker'e
At Cleveland
exclusive territory agency of "In- II.:: PER WORD In sorts classified
ranch, 2 cents a pound.
3 4 4
Cleveland
dex" Kerosene Burner converts
ada. In tt leading papera In U.
4 11
2 FOR SALE
Boston
A fine Hardman piano,
coal oil Into gas gives one hunfor list. The Dake AdvertisA
Batteries: Llebhardt and Clarke;
good as new, beautiful tone
Fifty acres first clasa Irrigated
manon
candlepower
dred
burns
ing Agency, 427 South Main street,
Morgan, C'cotte and Carrlgan.
chance to possess an Instrument of
at
tle
Write
seller.
instantaneous
land,
three miles from the city,
v
Angeles.
Los
unexcelled make at Just half what
once.
Coast Lighting Company,
under high state of cultivation,
National Ijfague.
It la worth.
On exhibit at Whit-son- 's
your
peoMARRY
choice.
Particular
Way,
92n Yesler
Seattle.
R. H. E.
At Brooklyn
Music Store. 124 South Secfenced with barlted wire nnil large
ple, everywhere, Introduced with'.
SALESMAN
7
3
1
First clasa all round
Chicago
ond street. Albuquerque.
cedar posts; price per acre, 875.00.
out publicity; no fakes; detalla free.
unoccupied
terricover
to
1
6
1
hustler
Brooklyn
Address, A. C, box 1228, Los An- FOR SALE At a bargain, a brand-netory selling staple line to retail
Batteries: Reulbach and Moran;
galeatOaL
Stevens shotgun, never been
unknowledge
Technical
trade.
Bergen.
Bell. Hitter and
'
fired. A high grade and thorough,
"
right
necessary.
AOENT8
Introduce
SOPASTB to
to
Permanent
game
R. II. E.
Second
ly modern gun.
Inquire at The
About 100 acres ot ttrwi clasa
factories, railroad shops, etc. Re
man. 330.00 weely. Expenses ad
0
6 11
Chicago
Citizen office.
Irrlgateal
land, located four miles
grease
moves
quickly;
Jennings.
Immense
R.
Sales
vanced.
dirt
Frank
1
9
6
Brooklyn
aalea; amaslng profits.
Manager, Chicago.
Parker
north of town, 50 acres under
Lundgren and Kling;
Batteries:
Chemical Co., Chicago.
BARGAINS IN ACRE PROPERTY. ONE exclusive agent for every town
Bell, Tucker and Bergen.
cultivation (last year uas planted
to take orders for
In wheat), well feticrd tvlth four
R. H. E.
At Philadelphia
suits for men and women; $100
wires and cedar posts, main dltoh
In 6 and 10 acre tracts, within tw
1
4
0
St. Louis
monthly or more easily ened;
runs through Ian-- ! uilo perfect.
1 miles of the city limits, at 320 to $76
3
2
Philadelphia
styles
newest
sample
250
outfit,
acres.
LADY
1600
per
a
SEWERS Make sanitary belts
acre. Also
ranch of
Batteries: McGlynn and Bliss; Mc- Price for tltc wlioli tract, for a
woolens, In handsome carrying case,
'
at home; materials furnished; 816
all valley land, at 830 per acre.
Qulllln and Dooln.
free of cost. Opportunity to estabshort time only 8H.')Oo M. This
per
stamped
hundred.
Particulars
game
R.
E.
II.
Second
lish prosperous and growing busi10 ACRE TRACTS
la a snap for eonietxxly.
Dept. 961, Dearborn
envelope.
1
8
2
St. Louis
ness without Investment. Full InOn Fourth street, at 850 per acre
Specialty
Co., Chicago.
0
9
Philadelphia
structions with every outfit. Apply
...5
Others small tracts at proportional
and prices. Money to loan on approved
Batteries: Raymond. Bebee
today. The Eagle Tailoring Co.,
MALE HELP
Ludwig; Foxen and Jacklitsch.
Dept. 37,
8
Franklin St..
Address
security.
Felipe J. Gurule,
R. H. E. Room 19. Armljo Block, 304 West
.it Boston
SALESMEN AND AQENTS-- $ f t ASTHMA, hay fever sufferers, I have
RerJ Estate and Loans. Notary
8
3
1
Cincinnati
found a liquid that cures. It you
Albuquerque. N. M
Avenue,
Central
$50.00 per week and over can be
Public. Hi W. Gold- - Ave.
0
10 17
Boston
In
want
free bottle send six centa
made selling New Campaign NovBatteries: Cnakley and McLean;
T.
postage.
stamps
Address
for
elties from now unt'l election. Sells
McCarthy and Oraham.
Cliamberiain's Oollc, Chotern and IK
Corham. Grand Rapids, Mich. 476
to stores, county fairs, picnics and
R. H. E.
Second game
Remedy
Shepard
Have
Bldg.
Would
A little forethought may save you
arrhoea
private families. Complete line of
6
0 4
Cincinnati
Saved Him 100.00.
ana solid no end of trouble. Anyone who make
Traveling
men
WANTED
samples,
charges
60c.
prepaid,
for
6 10
0
Boston
"In 1903 I had a very aevere attacl
tors calling on druggists, confection-era- , It rule to keep Chamberlain's Collo,
Order today. Chicago Novelty Co.,
Batteries: Campbell and Schle
of diarrhoea,' sayt. R. N. Farrar o
remedy at
etc., covering Albuquerque anil Cholera and Diarrhoea
SO Wabash Ave., Chicago.
Ferguson and Bowerman.
Cat Island, La. "For several week) WANTED A real genume salesman
surrounding territory and states, to hand knowa this to be a fact. For
Ot
I was unable to do anything.
by
carry our celebrated line of choco- sale
all druggists.
a man who has ability and who will
R. II. E March 18. 1907. I had a similar a
At New York
lates on good commission basis.
work for us as hard and consclen
0 tack, anl took Chamberlain's
8
4
Colic
Pittsburg
Bowes Allegrettl, 26 River St., Chitously as he would for himself, to
4
1 Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy whlei
3
New York
cago.
represent us exclusively In Arlsona
Batteries: Maddox. Young and Olb. gave me prompt relief. I consider 1
and New Mexico. We have a large, WANTED By jobbing house, men to
son; Crandall, Mathewson and Bres- - oa 3? Ta
medicines of Ita kin'
sell rugs, linoleum, etc., on commiswell known and In every way first
!
wcrtS,
had
It
in
I
the
and
used
nahan.
sion. Men calling upon small trade
class line f Calendars, Advertls
1M1 bMv It would have saved m
Comparatively
little
preferred.
Ing Specialties and Druggists La
W'cKtcrii I euijiie.
a hnnorea oonar doctor's bill." Sol'
weight or bulk to sample. Care
beta and Boxea, and our Una la ao
A: Sioux City
R. H. E. by alt drurrista
'Linoleum." room 1201, No. 108
3
0
8
attractive and varied that each and
Sioux City ,
Fulton street, New York.
every buslnesa In every town In the
1
1
4
Denver
It will rain again and you will need
country, without regard to alsa, can WANTED- - Salesman, experienced In
Batteries: Starr and Henry; Olm-stia- .l a pair of rubbers. We have all sizes
any line, to sell general trade In
be successfully solicited. Our goods
an .1 McDonnugh.
for men, women and children. Prices
New Mexico.
Liberal commissions
are very attractive, but no more ao
run from 60 to 85 cents. C. May's
with 136 weekly advance. One
At Omaha
R. H. E. Shoe Store, 314 West Central avenue.
than our reasonable prices, and wa
1
4
8
Omaha.
salesman earned tl.262 62, his first
know from the experience of others
1
8
two months with us. The Contin3
Pueblo. .
How's This?
who have been and are now In our
Hundred Dollars He
ental Jewelry Co., Cleveland, Ohio
any
Batteries: Hollenback and Oondlng: wnWe otteranyOne
bright
hustling
employ
that
case of Catarrn that can
rd for
Honska, Fitzgerald and Mltze.
dim who has good average ability
not be curea by Hall s Catarrh Cure
F. J. CHENEY
LOST
FOUND
CO.. Toledo, O.
and Is wiling to work can make
We.
undersigned,
K.
the
have
known
E.
R. H.
At Des Moines
111
with us from 160 to I ISO per week. LOST A
(lif'l-UUvi- l
J Cheney for the last 15 years, and beSecond
II
1
between
boot
horse
9
2
Des Moines
Muat be ready to oommance work
lieve him perfectly honorable
In
all
601
Town.
to
2
street
Old
9
Return
and
,...6
Lincoln
bualnes
transactions and financially
at once. Commissions liberal. Our
to carry out any obligations made
N. Second. J. C. Martin.
Batteries: fcllmore, Bates and Wel-gar- t; able
company waa organised In 1882. We
K
hi- - M '
Hendricks and Zlnran.
are capitalised for 8200,000. Wa
WAI.D1NO, KINNAN
MARVIN,
Take a Vacation.
Wholesitle Crugguu, luieVr. O.,
state this simply to show that we
Now is the time to take a vacation,
AMERICAN ASSOCI VnOY.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Internal
are responsible and mean buslne
get out Into the woods, fields and
ly, acting directly upon the blood and
At Columbus: Columbus 5; Kansas mucous
If you do, It 111 pay yon to write mountains and visit the seashore, but
surfaces of the system. Testl
City 4 (10 Innings).
moniala sent free. Price 76c per bottle.
Sale Manager, Merchants Publish
do not forget to take a bottle ot
At Louisville: First game, Louisville
NOTICE.
ooin vy nil
Ing Co., Kalamaaoo, Mich. Enclose Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Difamily Pills for const!
Take Halls uruirri.
4: Minneapolis fl. Second game. LouisNotice is hereby given that meetyour
you.
pauoo.
appll
Remedy
along
with
with
advertisement
this
It
arrhoea
ville 3: Minneapolis 5.
Is almost certain to be needed and ing of the stockholders of the Albu
cation.
At Toledo: Toledo 2; Milwaukee 8.
querque Eastern Railway
Just received a carload of glass. Let
Cents Is the Price ot cannot be obtained on railroad tralna on September 1. 1908, gt Company,
Indianapolis
5; os quote you prices. Superior Lumber Twenty-liv- e
At In jlanapolls:
S o'clock
or steamships. It Is too much of a
Peaoe.
I
MP!
St. Paul 4.
Co.
and
for anyone to leave home on a p. m., at the general office of the
The terrible -- itching and smarting risk
company
In
city of Albuquerque,
Incident to certain skin diseases, la tourney without It For sale by all New Mexico, the
has been called by the
nsta.
almost Instantly allayed by applying
Board of Directors, for thu purpose
Chamberlain's Salve. Price, II cent
of taking Into consideration an agreewith ample means and;
For sale by all druggists.
ment of consolidation and merger of
the Santa Fe Central Railway Com
Are you looking for something? Repany and the Albuquerque Eastern
member the want columns of The
Railway Company, and taking a vote
Evening Citizen are for your especial
It U a very aerioua matter to ask
by ballot, for the adoption or rejecbenefit. It talks to the people and
of the same, and for the transone
medicine
tion
and
for
have
the
you.
they
to
talk
LIJUQUKRQUE.
N M.
OF
action of any other business that may
wrong one given you. For this
be brought before the meeting.
reason we urge yon in buying
Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation
W. E. HAQAN.
to be careful to get the genuine
and Solicits New Accounts!
Secretary.
x
t

House Furnishers

PHYSICIANS
DR. SOLOMON L. BCBTOM
Physician and Bargeaa.
Highland office (It Bert
WeJfa
Street Phone lets.
DBA BRONSON A BRONSOOf
HomcofwthJe Physictaais aad fJu
gvoos. Over V ana's Drag eTlai
Office HI; Residence 111.

DENTISTS
DR.

t
Over

Rooane

Miscellaneous

The Cltlaen la

not read

jr, but thoroughthat all advertise.
receive their ahare
of attention. It preaenta
the atore news a Mule
ahead, giving the
purchaser time to
itnn a shopping tmr for

honied

ly, ao

ax-n-

pros-peotl-

tlie next morning.

two-gall-

T
advertisers patron-la- c
'Hie Citizen because
lliey know their
are seen and
read at tile homes In the
evening, and If they are
offering something worthy
of attention, their ad has
accomplished Its mission.
Wise

adver-Mst'itH'nt- N

I
The Citizen has never
given premiums to subscribers, but la subscribed
to and paid for on Ita
news merits, showing
tliat Its subscribers hare
money with which to buy
nlint they want from
legitimate merchi nM
These are the people
The Citizen Invites to
your store.

z
I
4

:
:

:

The Citizen employs a
man whose business It is
to look after your advertising wants. He will
write your copy if you
wlHb,
If not. he will see
that your ads are "set
up" to look their best
and tie will attend to
them from day to day.

E
Are you advertising In
Tlie Citizen? Tour competitors are, and are
profiting by it. Do you
think conservative business men are spending
money w litre they are
lot getting results? Get
In the swim and watch
your busineaa grow.

:
:
I

N
Is the Best

Advertising
Medium
in
Albuquerque

J. E. KRAFT

Dental Surgery

and

S,

BaraeU

O'lUeUv'a Draw
Appointments mad by aaadl

lDooe

Tee

EDMUND J. ALGER,

IX

D.

Offloe hours.
a. m. to IJ:M
1.S0 to ft p. m.

an

Apointmenta made by aaaiL
sus west central Avenue.

LAWYERS
R. W. D. Bryan
Attorney at Law
Office, Flrxt National Rank Bolldiaaj,
Albuquerqne, N. M.

E. W. DOBSON

on

Attorney at Law
Office, Cromwell Block,
Albuquerque, N. ML

IRA M. BOND
Attorney at Law
Pennioiis, Ijiik! Patents, Cop
Caveats, letter Patents, Trade)
Marks, Claims.
S2 F Sreet, N. M., Washington, D.
TIIOV K. D. MADDISON.

w

made-to-measu- re

Female Help

A. MONTOY A

Chl-cag- o.

213-81-

tst

and

11!'.

Attorney at Law
Of lice 117 West Gold A venae

JOHN W. WILSON
Attorney at Law.
(Referee In Bankruptcy.)
Office phone 1171. State Nal
Pank Bldg. Albuquerque, N. Id.

ARCHITECT
F. W. SPENCER
Architect
1221 South Waiter!

Phoave

INSURANCE
B. A. SLKYSTKR

'
Insoranee, Real Eetata, Notary
Public
JJj
Rooms ia and 14, CromweH BtoeaV
Albuquerque, N. M. Phone) 1M
A. E WALKER
Fire Insurance

u'jjjsfj

.

secretary Mutual Bonding

'

"ej

SIT West Central Aveasaa,

VETERINARY
WILLI AM B ELD EN
Veterinary.
Surgery and Dentistry a SpeeaaJsy.
oa South Edith Phono 40ft.
Tlie Remedy That Doe.
"Dr. King a New Discovery Is tW
remedy that does the healing; others
promise but fall to perform,"
Mrs. E. R. Plerson of Auburn Cent
Pa. "It ia curing me of throat
lung trouble of long standing
other treatments relieved only
porarlly. New Discovery Is doing; an
so much good that I feel confidasst
Its continued use for a reasonabao
length of time will restore me to
feet health."
This renowned
and cold remedy Is sold at all dealers.
10c and 11.00. Trial bottle free.

4)

An advertisement In The CIO. 4)
sen Is an Invitation extended to
all our readers. We Invite a 4
large majority of the people to 4)
your store.
a)

4

Resolved that all orders for

unsurpassed facilities

BANK

the;
COMMERCE

Very Serious

I
CCILLthe GCUCH
CURE the LUNGS

CAPITAL. S150.000

Dr. King's
Mm Discovery
WITH

OMCER9

AND DIRECTOR
SOLOMON LUNA, President
W S. STklCKLER. Vice President and Cashier
W. J. JOHNSON, Assistant Cashier
William Mcintosh,
J. C. Haldridge,
A. M. Blackwell.

O. E. Cromwell.

Ii

run VsOLDS

"HICK

--

o-

Trial Bottle Free
At . THROAT AND IUNQ TROUBLES.

I aid
OUABANTSZO SATIS FaVOXOJaV
OB tfONEY REFUNDED.

Black-draug- ht

4

4
4
e
4
4

v

4
4

Liver Medicine
The reputation of this old, reliable medicine, for constipation, in
digestion and liver trouble, ia firmly established. It does not imitate
other medicines. It ia better than
others, or it would not be the favorite liver powder, with a larger
sale than all others combined.
SOLD TJf TOWN

4 supplies of any and all kinds
4 and for all purposes be made out s)

tt

a

4

ADVERTISING CLVRS
CfAttERKA CONVENTION
KANSAS CITY

4)

4
4
4)
4)

4

on the regular requisition blank
of the Irrigation Congress pro- vlded for that purpose, and said
requisition must be signed by
chairman of the auditing com- mlttee, or In hia absence by the
acting c&alrman: that all bills
Incurred
must
be properly
Touchered before paymeat aad
audited at any meeting of the
auditing committee,
by
the
chairman of said committee, or
In his absence by the actlag
chairman.
HERO-HOL8PITZ.
Chairman.
D. MACVHERSON,
OEOROB ARNOT.

4)
4)
4)
4)

D
B

s
e
4

s
sj.

0
V
S

AT,TUTQTrKUQtTE

kAGX KIGHT.

T3

CITIZEN.

ment will be maie at Santa Barbara
cemetery. The pall bearers will be:
Dr. Keldy, J. 11, O'llellly, Prof. Tight,
K. Parker, H. O. Snyder anl r.
W.

erts trouble rour

do you

Sal en.

Our Vast Experience in the

Mr.

Women's Oxfords
and Slippers

PERSONAL

f,

$1.65 to $3.00

Vici Kid Oxfords,
Patent Kid Oxfords
Canvass .Oxfords,
Vici Kid'Slippers, -

2.50 to 4.00
- 1.50 to 2.00
1.10 to 3.00

CHILDREN'S HATS
isc up.

from

Sailors an J School Hats, 25c, 50c, and 75c.
Trimmed Hats from 75c up.
We

are offering bargain equally as

good in all

other Millinery.

Miss Lutz
208 South Second Street

DOVE SEASON
IS NOW ON !
Get one of our Game Law Cards.
We carry all Popular Brands of '

SHELLS AND SHOT GUMS
Have you seen the new Remington?

"5.17 s. Fir.tst.

J. L. BELL CO.

Montezuma Grocery

Liquor Co.

&

COPPER and 1HIRD

I

Imported

and

Domestic

Groceries

Bread from six bakeries at the
Rtchellru grocery.
Two drunks paid $5 each In police
court th!s morning.
,
J. McBrldo of Kslancta spent yesterday in the city on ouKlnesa.
Clark M. Carr left yesterday for
a short bu.ilne.-- trip to Guam and
Gallup.
B. H. Newlee of Las Vegas arrived
In Albuquerque laat evening to look
after personal Interests.
Before you get Hungry place an or-dwith the KlcheUeu Grocery.
D. J. Leahy, United States attorney,
Is in the city from Las Vega on legal
matters.
Vernon l Sullivan, territorial engineer, is In the city from Santa Fe
i n
ofnetaJ business.
Mrs. V. S. Hopewell and children,
who huve been spending the summer
at Camp Whitcomb, are expected
home this week.
K. L. Medler,
president of the
Commercial club, is wllghtly ill this
week, being confined to his room and
under the care of Dr. Pierce.
E. A. Bode of the Underwood Typewriter company leaves In the morning for Santa Fe and other points In
the territory on a business trip.
Ivan Grunsfeld left this morning
for Ocean Park, Calif., to Join Mrs.
Grunsfeld and children, who are
spending the summer there.
Ir. C. E. Lukens, superintendent of
the New Mexico Children's Home
returned last evening from Ros-- n
ell, w here he was culled on business.
K. L,. Beyard, of
Denver, Colo.,
connected with the Equitable Life Insurance society. Is spending a few
days In the city attending to business
attaint.
H. (). Bursum, chairman of the
territorial Republican central committee, arrived from his home at Socorro this morning and is spending
the day here.
The State National bank brought
suit against J. M. Archileta and M.
G. Gomes today to recover on a note
for $1,442.78 made January 14 of
this year and due July 1.
Miss Cecilia Alexander of Hlllsboro,
who has been spending the past few
weeks in Albuquerque the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Elols Lucero, has returned to her homo.
Miss Lisa Oleckmann has returned
from a few days' visit at San Lorenzo Springs, where she was entertained by the Misses Keleher, who
arj enjoying a law weeks' outing at
that place.
Providing It doesn't rain, the Grady
band will play a concert at Robinson
park this evening. The program will
be the one arranged for Sunday evening, but which was postponed on account of rain.
Special communication of Temple
lodge No. , A. F. & A. M., this evening &t 7 o'clock. Work in the M. M.
degree. Refreshments.
Visiting Ma-suwelcome. By order of the V. M,
Frank 11. Moore, secretary.
The Fraternal Brotherhood held a
special meeting lost night for the purpose of Initiating a class of twenty-fivW. J. Haneock, state manager,
er

Sacrifice Sale of
UntrimmJ shapes

and Liquors

ns

Pure Lucca Olive Oil a Specialty, Liquor by the
Glass or Gallon, Beer by the Mottle or Case, Family
Trade Solicited Satisfaction Guaranteed.

X

J

i

e.

Call, Phone or Send for Solicitor.

Phone 1029
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LIVERY AND BOARDING
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hus been in the city for the past week
and Is doing s me valuable work for
the local lo.tno and the order universally. Another meeting will be held
next Monday night, August 3, at
whlrh time a class of forty or more
will be Initiated.
Mrs. E. J. Mahaffey, matron at the
Albuquerque Indian school, returned
to the city this morning from a pleasant visit to California. Mrs. Mahaffey
visited San Francisco and Los Angeles and all the adjacent watering
places.
Palmer Social camp, M. W. of A.,
will hold a regular session In I. O. O.
on
F. hall, on South Second street,
Wednesday at H p. m. All parties
taking part in team work are requested to attend, as there will be drill
practice.
Buy your chickens at the San Jose
Market. All stock shipped In alive.
Mrs. Mabel Himoe has returned
from Whitcomb Springs, where she
was entertained as the guest of Mr.
and Mrs. A. Frost, who are enjoying
a few weeks' outing at that place
Mr. arid Mrs. Frost will return to
their home In this city about Thursday,
J. M. Martinez, postmaster at Fol-soleft for his home last evening,
after a few days' business visit in
Albuquerque.
were
Arrangements
also completed for a ball game to be
played in this clty soon between the
Folsom team and the Barelas Grays.
Be sure and stop at the San Jose
Market and take home a pound of
that Colossal Cream Cheese, for it Is
the finest cheese that was ever in Albuquerque.
A special meeting of the Fraternal
Brotherhood was held last evening in
the Elks' building. W. P. Hancock,
state manager, conducted the Initia
tion and twenty-fiv- e
new members
were taken In. A meeting la sched
uled for next Monday evening when
forty or more new members will be
taken In.
The directors and officers of the
Young Men's Republican club are requested to meet at the club rooms at
8 o'clock Wednesday evening by
a
call of the president, C. O. Cushman.
The purpose of the meeting is to discuss nays and means of maintaining
the club and to consider future policies of the organisation.
The ladles of the Sacred Heart
to
church in Barelas are preparing
give a bazaar on the 19th of August
for the benefit of the new Catholic
In
school which is being erected
Barelas. The money raised will be
desks, blackused for purchasing
boards and (Other necessary furniture
for the new school building.
Speaking of classy baseball, the doctors and lawyers are preparing for a
game to be played at Traction park
Saturday afternoon. The game will
be for blood and suppers at the Alva-radeach player of the losing aggregation being required to put up the
sum of i to liquidate for the feed.
To guarantee a large and admiring
crowd, the players of both teams
voted unanimously to charge no admission. The game will be called at
3 o'clock.
The funeral of Mrs. Sarah
who died yesterday at her
home In University Heights, will be
held tomorrow morning. The cortege
will leave Borders' undertaking parlors at 8:30 o'clock, the funeral being held from the Immaculate Conception church at 9 o'clock. Inter- o,
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CILAXGE TIIEUl liAWS.
Denver, July 28. The convention
of the Western Federation of Miners
today voted to change the constitution
so that ten locals Instead of five shall
be required to unite in a demand for
submission of a question to a referendum vote in order to secure such admission.
MIX KKS

NKW VOUK

STAGE TO JEMEZ I.EAVIS 211
WEST GOLD EVERY MORNIXQ AT
5 O'CLOCK.
A mcHKasro from Nw York, sent bjr
K. Maliaram to sell all goods poiwlhle,
liicluillng tilioes and clothing, regard-lenof price, as lie to now In New
York and will bring a new and
fall and winter stock, and
wants room. Tills Is your opportunity
to get good at your own price. 516
West Central avenue.

FXIT
PITT1
V L.ivl
C

THE MAZE

quart galvanized sprinkMng cans 45o
$2.00
burner coal oil stoves
Mrs. Potts sad Irons, per set... $1.80
M, pint Jelly glasses, per dozen... 40c
cans, dox. fiBC
1 quart tin, preserving

lbs. of sealing wax
wax, per lb
Llpton's teas, per lh
WM. KIEKE,
5

Paraffine

pntronlze

119

W. Gold

WHY YOU SHOULD BUY THB

THE GREAT MAJESTIC.
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COAL IKON
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RANGE

jj Lasts
q More
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MALLEABLE

ilfWl

Longer,
Heats
Water, Heats it
jjj Quicker, Uses Less Fuel,
Bakes Better, and gives
better general satisfac-- j
tion than any other range
pj on the market.
(A

H

q If
THE GREAT MAJESTIC.

you will call at our
stors, we will prove
thase facts to you.

Wagner Hardware Co
CENTRAL AND2FOURTH

sltlrt walnts
Co.

r

H

We have just received a carload of

j

The reason we do so much ROUGH

Liarnages
anTrop Buggies
Light Spring Wagons

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY.

Highland Livery
B AM BROOK BROS.
113 John St.

56.

New R ink
Most Popular
Place in Town
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Anl Continuing For
EIGHT
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milliner

Trimmed and Untrimmed Hats, Flower, Ostrich
Plumes, Fancy Feathers, t Wings, Ribbons, Wire
usual prices,
d
Frames, and in fact, everything at
One-Thir-

.

HOLY

CITY

AM
The

Cowboy Sports and

To avoid the burden of moving,

V

STOCK MUST BE REDUCED AT ANY PRICE

We can save you money on any style or grade vehicle you want.

SFK&S? Peter Shuttler Wagon

ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE CO.
FIRST AND TIJERAS

Good
ROOM and BOARD

Standard
Plumbing and
Heating Co.

Passtimes

$1.00 a Week lip

MRS. M. E. NORR1S
110 East Coal Avenue

412 West Central Ave.

Good Music

Briggs

THIRD STREET

OPEN MORNING, AFTERNOON and EVENING

evcrvthinir at

25 Cents on the Dollar

SPECIAL LOW PRICES

New Moving Pictures

1E

MAN. JULY
m

As we are crowded for floor space we are making

Rem

f)1ivrv

Pnr Pi ret (Place Wrrlr anr( Prnmnt

.

122 S. Second

GOOD REASONS
GREAT MAJESTIC

IUY work Is because we do It right
and at the price you cannot afford to
have It done at home.

-

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

let work on
Iiulihs Ijtundry

For (lie

Best drivers
turnout
the city. Proprietors of "Sadie,"
the plrlnc wagon.

WHITE WAGONS

--

Propr.

25c
15c
60c

In

HUBBS LAUNDRY CO.

.

j

The Central Avenue Clothier

2
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SIMON STERN

4

M.CAI.l..M

CLEARANCE SALE

Your Choice

.

money.

Central Ave.
Albuquerque

1
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2

,

You can now buy Underwear, Shirts,
Hosiery and other Furnishings at greatly
reduced prices. It will pay you to call now.

up-to-d-

0QCCOC0K)O0OOtt0 00C000XXKJ0000

MID-SUMM- ER

100 Boys Wash Suits, Sailor and Russian
Blouse Suits, Worth $1.50, $1.75 and $2.00

Big Reductions in Price of
FURNISHINGS

H

211 South First Street
Offers jrou plump values for your

ts

We also have a few H. S. & M. Suits left
over which will go regardless of former cost.

c;ilXI JiritY

IXDICTS TIIIKTY-SIX- .
New York, July 28. Thirty-si- x
men
were indicted by the Kings county
grand jury today on charges of violating the
laws of the
race track. Included are some of the
most prominent men who formerly occupied stools In the betting ring.

!

$(5.00 and $18.00 Suits
MOW Q11.75

28.

llltVAV WAS
Lincoln, July 28. W. J. Bryan arrived at home today and expressed
gratification tat the reception accorded him In Iowa and Nebraska.

Plione

Just received a large shipment. Haven't room for them,
and are making special low prices this week to move them

Palace

EXTRA SPECIAL !

light-weigh-

A XI) TAPT.
Invitations have
been wnt to W, J. Bryan and W. H.
Tuft to attend and make short
fair In this
at the Inter-Stat- e
city the week beginning September 7.

Denver, July

itOt.

Some of the best bargains in Summer
Goods can be picked up now. We are determined to close out all our
and are quoting extremely low prices.

INVITIO IHIYAN

.

SALE

P

29.

te

Albuquerque, N. M.

is in full swing. Genuine bargains are
being given to the public on all SUMMER-WEIGHT
CLOTHING for Men
and Boys. We advise an early pur- -'
chase as the best patterns will not
last long.

CLEAN-U-

M.

L,.

Mia Tol- -

Butte, July 28. The last spike on
the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul
line connecting Butte with Chicago
was driven last night. It is expected
that throuKh trains will be running
In September.

ew

CHAFING DISHES

STABLE

j;j Wt Silver Avenue

The Diamond

THE GREAT

1WM
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Established

and Mr.

of fan Bernardino, Calif.,
arrived tin morning from California,
of AAauquerque frienda.
are
Mrs. Bartlett will Tie remembered a
being a clerk In the Newcomer book
tore on South Second street, where
the strong-- book store U now located.
Mrs. Gailn Is wife of the rtanta Fe's
chief electrical manager, who frequently comes to Albuquerque.
The
Topeka ladles are on their way home
outing
in
an
California.
from
The Irrigation congress headquarters Is In receipt of a new magazine
under the name of "The Call of the
Desert," which is a handsome little
publication, gotten up by the Swastika
Publishing company of Phoenix. The
June Issue, which was sent to the
congress Is a souvenir edition of
Tucson and Douglas, and gives scenes
in and around these two places. Some
very fine illustrations have been used
In getting up the magaslne, and it
xhous oil the good points of Tucson
and Douglas to a great advantage.
There are some especially fine views
of Irrigation scenes.
a in!

Lense Grinding Done on the Premises

P A KAO RALPHS

for hoiine, dress
and street wear.
Just the kind of
shoe you need for
the hot weather.
They are stylish,
fit well and fee I
comfortable.
Their rost is but
nominal compared
with the siitisfut'
tii m they give.'

Big

South Second Street.

t

TiH'k, Kan., ami

lvr Qlllman

Assures you absolute comfort in Glasses Orouud .mil. Fitted by us
BE8BER OPTICAL CO., tXCLlSIVt UPHCIANS
110

K. H. Rartl.-t-

Uaxin of

Optical Profession

Jt'LY

Tl'BKDAr,

Finest 'Ice Cream
and Coldest Soda
in the City

B.

11.

& Co.

DRUGGIST
ALVARADO

PHARMACY

Corner Gold Ave. and 1st St.

HIGHLAND PHARMACY

Vann Drug Co

PHONE

61

Meat Market
Orah and Salt
Steajn Sausage Factory.
KM I Li KXELYWOHT
Maml Bulbllng. North Thlr4
Ml Kinds of

Mr.

Strk

Occidental Building

ROUGH DHl.
Do you kpoar what tbis m.aosT U
not ask our drivers to azplalo It i

Bring Ut Your Prescription

DCPERIAL IAOTDRT.

